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Student reports
sexual assault
at local condo
By Alix Dapolito
police reporter

A JMU student allegedly was sexually assaulted and
robbed early Wednesday morning near Hunter's Ridge
Student Condominiums off Port Republic Road,
Harrisonburg police said.
The student, a white female, had just parked her car
in a lot on the north side of the complex when she
was approached by a black male, about
5-foqt-9-inches tall and weighing about 165 pounds,
police said. The student said the male was in his early
20s and was wearing dark clothing, police said. The
alleged incident occurred about 2 a.m.
The male forced the student into a field east of the
parking lot, where she was assaulted, police said.
The student received facial bruises, but was not
admitted to the hospital, police said.
No weapon was involved, police said.
Police said they are using the student's information
in their search for a suspect Police are unaware of
any other similar incident near the condominiums.
Police did not release any information concerning
the alleged robbery.
See ASSAULT page 2 ►

Overflow crowd leads
to graduation change
By Martin Romjue
staff writer

Staff photo by MING LEONG

Santa's Village
Area children and JMU students have been making their lists and stopping
by Santa's home at the Valley Mall. A JMU junior has been playing the part
for the past two years. See page 18 for story.

December graduation has been moved to the
Convocation Center this year after crowds overflowed
Wilson Hall last year, the university spokesman said.
"The set up will be similar to the Freshman
Convocation," Fred Hilton said. "We'll be using one
side of the center's seating area that can seat up to
3,500 people."
Hilton said the university expects less than 2,000
people to attend the ceremony for about 485
graduates. A standing room only crowd of 1,400
attended JMU's first December graduation ceremony
last year in Wilson hall.
The graduation ceremony will start at 3 p.m.
Friday, Dec. 19. Following the ceremony, the JMU
Alumni Association will hold a reception at the
center.
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> (Continued from page 1)
Sterling Nichols, president of the
corporation that owns Hunter's Ridge
Condominiums, said, "I just came up
from Williamsburg when I heard what
had happened. We arc just as concerned
and upset as anything about this."
Nichols planned to meet with
Hunter's Ridge residents Wednesday

Would you like to write for

night. "We are organizing our own
escort service. We will take ideas from
any of the occupants," he said.
The corporation also is planning to
install additional lights in the parking
lot, he said.
More than 250 students live in in the
six buildings of the complex, which is
located southwest of campus, across
Interstate 81.

The Wall Street Journal?
The Breeze might not be the same,
but we're looking for a
Business Writer
Interested people, please send resume
to Ryra Scarton, editor
The Breeze, Anthony-Seeger Hall. JMU.
or call x6127.

Graduation
el

Graduation practice will be held this
Friday at 10 a.m. in the Convocation
Center.

Warren is expected to discuss ujpics
related to "setting goals, seeking the
best in what the graduates undertake,
and handling responsibilities and jobs
on the best level," Hilton said.

Degrees will be awarded to 485
students, including 430 undergraduates
and 55 graduate students. About 390
students graduated last December,
almost 100 fewer than this year.

Warren has been at JMU since 1984,
when he became vice president for
academic affairs, and worked to develop
and implement JMU's five-year plan for
academic excellence.

This year's December graduates
include about 130 business-related
majors, 80 liberal arts majors, 55
computer-related majors, 40 education
majors, 35 communication majors and
30 science majors, according to the
records office.

Dr. John Sloop, pastor of First
Presbyterian Church, will give the
invocation and Dr. John Little,
professor of music, will lead the alma
mater.

> (Continued from page 1)

"The percentage breakdown is similar
to that of other graduations," Hilton
said.
The ceremony's format will be the
same as last year's, Hilton said. It will
include a presentation of colors by
ROTC members, a processional, an
invocation, a commencement address,
the awarding of diplomas, a
performance of the alma mater and a
benediction.
Dr. Russell Warren, acting JMU
president,
will deliver the
commencement address.
Warren has been acting president of
JMU since April, when President
Ronald Carrier took a one-year leave of
absence to head the Center for
Innovative Technology in Northern
Virginia. Carrier also is expected to
attend the ccrcmonv.

Even though most faculty members
will not be attending the ceremony, all
academic department heads or one of
their representatives will be present.
"With exams just finishing and the
semester ending, it becomes difficult to
get the entire faculty to attend," Hilton
said.
JMU held its first December
graduation last year to accommodate the
increasing number of students
graduating in December.
"We started getting the same number
of students graduating in December as
in August, and many students wanted to
have a ceremony of their own," Hilton
said. "There was a good turnout last
year, and we expect a ^ood one this
year."
Hilton said the university expects the
number of students graduating in
December to remain about the same in
upcoming years.
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Deadline: Monday, Jan. 19

D.C.S. Mail Order
lb Order Call: 433-6852
Christmas Special

D.C.S. IBM XT Compatible - Limited Quanity
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

$1,095
640K RAM
1 360K Disk Drive ( FREE 2nd 360K Disk Drive )
High - Resolution Monochrome
( Amber ) Monitor w/ Graphics Card
84 Key Standard AT Style Keyboard
FCC Class B approval
AMI BIOS ROM
135 Watt UjL approved pawer supply
2 yr. Mfe:*limited WARRANTY on Mother Board
1 yr. Mfg. ^WARRANTY on other components
8 expansion slots
includes: 1-serial & 2-parallel port w/ clock

D.C.S. IBM AT Compatible
« $2,695
* 1 MB RAM
* 1 1.2 MB Disk Drive
B

SeagatC
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ST4 38
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* on™
°
^"^'anal High-Speed Hard D.sk
80286 CPU operating at 8.0 MHz
High - Resolution Monochrome ( Amber )
Monitor w/ Graphics Card
' 84 Key Standard AT Style Keyboard
* FCC Class B approval
* AMI BIOS ROM
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* 200 Watt UL approved power supply
2 yr. Mfg. limited WARRANTY On Mother Board
1 yr. Mfg. WARRANTY on other components
8 expansion slots
* 4 user accessible half height device slots
includes: 1 - parallel port w/ dock
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Speaker shares thoughts on thinking
By Alessandra Griffiths

staff writer

People, especially students, should be
encouraged to develop the thinking
process, a visiting scholar said Monday
night.
"Concerns in colleges, on behalf of
students and faculty, are universal," said
John Chaffce, director of Critical
Thinking and Reasoning at La Guardia
Community College in New York
City. His lecture in Miller Hall was
titled "Critical and Creative Thinking
Across the Disciplines."
"Thinking is a process which is
crucial for our survival," Chaffee said.
"It is a skill which enables us to
understand die past, make sense of what
is happening in the present and can
predict what will happen in the future."
However, in quoting a British
philosopher, Chaffee said, "Most
people would rather die than think."
People tend to believe that thinking
is a specialization within our lives, he
said, but that conception is not true.
"Thinking is at the heart of our lives.
It gives life a sense of quality and
happiness."
Constructive thinking is not an
inherent ability, Chaffee said. "The
potential of thinking is awarded at birth
but the ability to think has to be
developed and learned," he said.
"The process of thinking cannot be
escaped, it is like our shadow, it sucks
with us no matter how much you twist
and turn to try to get rid of it," Chaffee
said.
"It is tough to get a handle on the
thinking process," but we must accept
the challenge, he said.

College educators currenUy are trying
to decide whether or nut lik) ability iO
Uiink is being fostered.
"Are students really being challenged?
Thinking skills are on a decline,
according to recent tests," Chaffee said.
Chaffee said he thinks students should
explore education, explore life and
explore themselves. "The willingness
to see different perspectives has to be
encouraged," he said.
"We need to understand people in
order to understand ourselves."
The ability to think is developed
through a long period of time, he said.
It is influenced by opportunities*
experiences and incentive.
"Thinking is a very practical process
in understanding information. There is
structure in learning the process. It is
coherent, not a spiritual or a memorable
process. We can develop it."
Making sense of the world is linked
to critical thinking, he said.
"Critical thinking is thinking about
thinking," Chaffee said. A critical
thinker thinks actively, using
intelligence, knowledge and skills.
Most importantly, a critical thinker
questions and explores situations.
Passive thinkers are easier to control,
he said. Governments, bureaucracies,
school systems, parents and spouses
have realized that fact. "We live in a
culture with much passive thinking,"
Chaffee said.
Children are born with a keen
curiosity, he said. But as they attend
years of schooling, their curiosity is
repressed.
"Children enter schools as question
marks and leave as periods," Chaffce
said. "Students are not told not to

Visiting scholar John Chaffee

Staff photo by MING LEONG

question, but to learn the information."
People should try to improve and
By the time people reach college, the further devlop the thinking process
curiosity to learn and explore has been daily, he said.
repressed, he said. Students have only a
"Thinking is the way we make sense
practical interest in education.
of the world. Ask yourself: 'Why do I
"The line between the classroom and
believe in what I do?'" Chaffee said.
life should be erased because education
Chaffee uses a book he wrote,
is a means of self-exploration and "Thinking Critically," as a text for his
personal growth," Chaffee said.
classes. The book outlines his theories
"There is a superficiality in our regarding the importance of thinking
culture and, consequently, a need for
critically and creatively.
mental growth," Chaffee said. People
He has published several articles on
must be open to new ideas and to
the
topic of critical thinking. He also
discoveries.
has
authored and directed grants
"Feel free to let go of ideas you had
sponsored
by the National Endowment
in the past. There is no sense holding
for
the
Humanitities
and the Ford
on to ideas dial don't satisfy you," he
Foundation.
said.

Car accident causes power outage in Harrisonburg
By Greg Barranco
staff writer

fc,

Downtown Harrisonburg resembled a scene from a
Stephen King movie last night because of a power
outage.
A five block radius around Court Square was left in
total darkness for more than two hours before
workmen could restore power.
The blackout occurred when a car hit a transformer
pole at 666 E. Market St. City police said the driver
of the car, who had been traveling west on the street,
lost control and crossed over the median before
hitting the pole.
The driver and a passenger were treated for minor
injuries and released from Rockingham Memorial
Hospital last night.
Because traffice signals did not function during the
blackout, driving became dangerous. Police said no
accidents occurred, but the station received numerous
phone calls concerning the power outage.
JMU senior Bonnie Pierce, who was driving in
Harrisonburg at the time, said, "I was afraid of being

hit by another car.
"It was totally dark and none of the traffic signals
worked. It was really eerie." All the traffic signals in
the area were out as well as the street lamps and
signs.
Mike York of Harrisonburg Electric Commission
said that 1,500 customers lost power for

" It's the usual thing that
happens when a car hits
one of our poles."
—Mike York
two-and-a-half hours.
"It's the usual thing that happens when a car hits
one of our poles," he said.
Cable television watchers in the Harrisonburg area
were interrupted from their programs during the
outage. Bill Wright, general manager of Warner
Amex Cable Co. said most of the company's

subscribers temporarily lost cable service last night.
"We have gas powered generaters that kicked in, so
service was disrupted for only about an hour," Wright
said. '"Rudolf the Red Nosed Reindeer' was on last
night and we received a lot of phone calls from angry
parents."
An employee at Calhoun's restaurant said the
restaurant lost power during its dinner hours.
"It was stange," he said. "The lights went out and
alarms went off."
"People were eating by candle light. We held a
v.gil until the lights came back on," he said. "We had
emergency lights go on for a while, but they started
to go out one by one."
Calhoun's locked its doors as a preventative
measure. "You never know what people do in these
situations. We just had to make sure nothing
happened," the employee said.
At the Mystic Den, people sat around in die dark
waiting for a band to play, said Jay Barden, a
doorman there.
"It didn't cause any real problems," Barden said,
"the band was still setting up," Barden said.
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SUPER AFRESH
5SFOOD MARKETS.
Hams offered lor sale are not avafebte to other reMtare orwIutaMlira. Quantity right* Mwvwt

REGULAR OR HOMESTYLE

TROPICANA0"^

ALL VARIETIES

TONY'S PIZZA

15 02
pkg

ALL VARIETIES

BANQUET ^^

10 02
pkQ

SUITCASE PACK ONLY.REG OR LIGHT (24) 12-OZ. CANSj«

MILWAUKEE'S BEST

99*
1.99
1.29
gU^ ^k

4.99

TAB'SPRITE'CHERRY'REG. OR DIET

Mt^ ^^ -t^

COCA COLA :89*
.

ALL FLAVORS A»P

TORTILLA
CHIPS

1.89

SOFT
DRINKS
V/Th COUPON

1.99

\

•". .if SIlL-Kb-DRUMS'-JAl^

HAWAIIAN
PUNCH

CRACKER BARREL

CHICKEN
NUGGETS

$

1

CHEX
CEREALS

2 5 1.49

t

E?(atn Weef<iSpecia(
U.S.D.A. CH04CE«QRAIN FED
BONELESS BEEF

CHUCK
ROAST

lb

1.39
■ ■
■ ■
■ ■

Delivery Special -

KING SIZE
WHITE BREAD

::
■ ■
■■ ■■
■(■■■■■■■■■-■■■■a ■■■■■■■■

TROPICANA
ORANGE JUICE

2 for 1 Nachos
5 - close Mon. -Thurs.v

aSS»

aooooooaoaa it * t roonnnn
We DtUVlR. OHi Off CAMPUJ FROM II AM.
Til. VSOA.M. (, T'L. 2. A.M. ON W£EKEND5 //

433-8537
L-.

Good Looking, Great Tasting
always That's because we use only the freshest and finest quaity
products available in our party frays. Dekctous ar^"aements of perfectty sfced det-styte cold
meats and home-style salads Cooked to order
*en and ribs, or a tempting variety of cheese
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Radib operators send Christmas cheer
'By Steve Baumler
staff writer

It's called ham, but it's not edible.
It's amateur radio, shortwave radio, or
more commonly called ham radio. And
it's also a no-cost means of sending
Christmas messages to friends and
relatives who live far away.
Today through Saturday, members of
the Valley Amateur Radio Association
will set up their equipment in Valley
Mall to offer the public a "different
twist to sending Holiday greetings,"
said Bill Bowman, a VARA member
and seven-year ham radio operator.
During those three days, VARA
members will take holiday messages
and send them anywhere in the United
Slates — free of charge.
"It's our gift to the community,"
Bowman said.
Association members will be located
near Leggetl's in the mall. Anyone can
approach the group and choose from a
set of holiday messages to send.
"The only limitations we have for
college students is that we prefer not to
send messages to other colleges," he
said. That is because students are
usually not in their rooms, "especially
now, so near the end of the semester."
The group at Valley Mall will take
messages and transmit them to a local
operator. The local operator will, in
turn, transmit messages to the national
traffic system, a system that links
together all the ham Rrdio operators in
the country.
Local operators in areas where
messages are being sent will pick up

Staff graphic by STEPHEN ROUNTREE

reserve the right to edit whatever goes the messages and call people that
out." Messages that contain obscenities receive messages.
"We have a list of standard messages
or ones that are hard to understand will
from which to choose, such as ARL61,
not be sent, he said.
This year is the fifth year that the which is our code for Merry Christmas
association has sent Christmas and a Happy New Year," Bowman said.
"You come up, sit down and decide
messages from Valley Mall. The first
year, the group 'sent nearly 200 which messages you want to send. We
messages, he said. They sent more then talk to you about what we are
than 330 the second year, more than going to do and, when we have enough
500 the third year and about 300 last messages, send them into the system."
It also is possible to send an original
year.
"We're hoping this year to be over message. But, Bowman said, "We

500 again," Bowman said.
"But what I would really like to see
happen is to get the students involved
where they would go out to the nursing
homes and get messages from the
elderly to send to their family and
friends*"
VARA members will be set up in
Valley Mall today and Friday from 6 to
9 p.m., and all day Saturday.
Bowman said Ham operators all over
the country send Christmas messages.
"There arc hundreds of them in
malls," he said. "When you think of
having 500 messages coming fttenytist--.
our location, and four or five locations
in each state all going through the same
traffic system, think of it like
[Interstate] 495 during rush hour."
There are two main reasons for
operators to send the messages, he said.
The first is to perform a public service
and the second is to improve their
skills.
'(We have a national traffic system,"
Bowman said. "It links all the ham
operators throughout the country and in
cases of emergency ... we've been able
to help in passing messages.
"And that's why we do this. We set
up to practice without having an
emergency to practice on."
Recently, the VARA aided in the
search and rescue of a lost hunter.
"They sent one of us with each of the
search teams and we kept
communications for them," Bowman
said. "We proved that we could
communicate better than the National
Guard or Sheriffs Department, because
our radios transmit better."

team works for semester achievements
By Sarah Michel
staff writer

Although the scores aren't published weekly in
The Breeze, one team at JMU has been working
especially hard all semester and they have achieved
results.
The individual events team is a division of the
JMU forensics team. Individual events include
poetry interpretation, rhetorical criticism and
extemporaneous speaking.
^
The individual events team won 23 trophies last
weekend. Competing in a tournament at Towson
State University in Maryland. The team "did
exceedingly well," said Liz Wecse, coach of the
team.
Seven team members competed in the
tournament and each one finished in the top three
in at least one event.
Wcese said the team "is off to the very best start
this semester since I've been here" So far this
semester, the team has won 56 trophies.
"It reflects well on the team — all the time they
put in." Weese said. "I am very gratified to sec the
energy u'icy put in."

Aty of the nine team members have shown talent
this 'year, she said. "We have a very strong
showing across the board — something that we
haven't had in the past."
Half of the team members are new this year.
Weese said the new people have "been going out
and holding their own."
Junior Mike Clem qualified for the national
tournament to be held at San Diego State
University in April.
>
Another team member that has had a good
semester is freshman Janet Bylsma. Bylsma has
"done well in more than one event," Weese said.
She added that the "members are supportive of
other team members. They watch and cheer the
others on."
Four other team members, Rob Cressman,
Jennifer Kornegay, Kevin Rayford, and Deb
Gerling, also have done well in competitions,
Weese said. Each of the students competed in at
least two tournaments this semester.
"Success is not so much trophies. Very real
learning takes place," Weese said.
Besides the individual events team, the forensics

(cam also includes the debate team. AscerdingtoJ
Weese. the only things the two divisions have in
common is that they share a budget and they both
deal with oral communication. The teams' "goals
are entirely different," she said.
The debate team is divided into three
subdivisions, which are novice, junior varsity and
varsity, said Cecilia Graves, coach of the debate
team.
The debate team is made up of 21 active debaters.
Graves said the members of the team are "above
average" in skills such as concentration and
analytical thinking.
Graves said she tries to have each team member
travel three to four times a semester.
Amanda Barrett, a sophomore and a member of
the novice division, said, "I think debating helps
us speak better in front of people. You have to
think on your feet"
Meghan Kelly, a sophomore whq has been on
the team forjwo years said, "My self confidence
has grown and I have no fear of speaking in front
of people. I know I can speak well on things I
really believe in."
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The Knitting Basket

ROSE SPECIAL

Gifts and Yarns

»/7V dozen *//ty/ia>».
CORSAGES. BOUTONNIERES,
FRESH FLOWERS £ PUNTS
BALLOONS

-jgf GAZEBO--- -

UNIQUE CHRISTMAS GIFTS
for the entire family
(cats and dogs too.)
1427 S. Main St.
433-9517

{.r-Aw

10-5 M-F
10-9 Wed
10-4 Sat.

Do you do
DRUGS?
Why or
Why not?

■

o***

JAMES MADISON U.
"HOLIDAY BASH"
AT

WINSTONS
OF GEORGETOWN

&

Sunday - Dec. 21st - 8:00pm
Proper Dress & ID Required

The Breeze is taking a
survey of drug use at
JMU. The survey is a
confidential one. If you
get a survey, please help
us out by returning it to
The Breeze office no
later than noon Dec 17.
If you have any questions
about the survey, call
Kyra Scarton, editor at
x6127.
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Faculty feel end-of-semester pressure
By Amy Porter

staff writer

Ask any college student if they would
rather gi«£a final exam or take one, and
the answer»would be obvious.
But one JMU faculty member, who
finds final exam week very stressful,
said she would rather take finals than
give them.
"Students think it's easy for us and
"We watch them sweat it out," said Dr.
Jacqueline Walket, assistant professor
of history. "Actually, I'd like to be
taking the exams."
This semester, she has three classes
of her own, one of which contains 120
students.
And since another instructor in her
department recently became ill, she
took over one of his classes. In that
class, she must grade two tests, papers
which recently were due, and give and
grade final exams.
"Three exams on Friday with grades
due Monday — that's stress," Walker
said.
As for dealing with stress, she said, "I
do what students do. Grit your teeth and
bear through it with the knowledge that
this will pass."
To alleviate pressure from stress,
Walker has four rules she lives by.
"I try to spread out the work as much
as possible so I don't have a lot to do
on one particular day." As an example,
she arranged to give some of her classes
take-home exams that will be due the
beginning of finals week instead of
giving three of the four next Friday.
"I think it's immensely important to
be good to yourself," she said. "I have
my quota of salads and make sure I have
six hours of sleep. I've learned that
all-nighter's don'rwork."
She takes IS minutes out of every

day to let off steam. "I walk it off.
Usually I drive to campus, but during
the week I'll make an effort to walk to
campus or to the store."
For an outlet at home she says, "I
play loud music for a while to get the
cobwebs out of my head."
She strongly believes in spreading
out work, eating right, sleeping enough
and finding outlets. "I usually advise
my students of the same. They gel the
lecture from Mother Walker."

study courses. Those students will be
turning in their final portfolios in
creative writing.
To relieve a little of the pressure, she
turns to her colleagues. "My colleagues
help me a lot." She said sometimes
they meet at her house for company to
grade papers.
Though she has a lot of papers to
read, and many students to evaluate,
Vaclavicck says she doesn't panic
during finals. "I'm just tired. I don't

Fall Examination Schedule
Class Meeting:
OSOOonMWF.....
0900onMWF
lOOOonMWF
1l00onMWF
1200 on MWF
1300onMWF
1400onMWF
l500onMWF.,
1«00onMWF
OaOOonTuTh
092SonTuTh

Exam Given:
luesday, December
Friday, December
Wednesday, December
Thursday, December
Monday. December
Friday. December
Tuesday. December
Friday, December
Monday. December
Tuesday. December
Thursday. December

1050onTuTh.....

Wednesday. December 17

16
19
17
18
15
19
16
19
15
16
18

12l5onTuTh.....
...Monday, December 15
1340onTuTh
Tuesday. December 16
1505onTuTh
...Wednesday. Decemben?
1630onTuTh....
Thursday. Deeembef18
A* aecttorw of Ertfiehl 01 wHHake the final examination Mo^^
1000.

from 1030 to 1230
from 1030 to 1230
from 1030 to 1230
from 1030 to 1230
from 1330 IO1530
from 0800 to 1000
from 1330 to 1630
from 1330 to 1530
from 1600 to 1800
from 0800 to 1000
from 0800 to 1000
from 1330 to 1530
from 1030 1O1230
from 1600 to 1800
from 0800 to 1000
from 1600 to 1800
oeooto

Evening classes wirwv* final examinations during the week ol December 15-19, at the reguler
dew meeting lime
^^
"

Susan Vaclavicek, who teaches
creative writing in the English
department, finds evaluating each
student for an entire semester's work is
a big pressure.
"Evaluating takes a lot of time and
thought," she said. The final exams in
her four classes are essays to test
students' writing skills.
In addition to her classes, she advises
several students enrolled inindependent
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have enough energy to panic."
Tnough some faculty memoers fir.:
final exam week especially stressful,
others rely on pacing themselves to
relieve the inevitable stress caused by
final exam week.
Dr. James Kuhns, a psychology
professor said he copes with final exam
week stress by planning ahead.
"Really, the way I cope with it is to
systematically plan ahead of time," he

said. "In other words, I don't put things
off."
Research papers in his classes arc due
the iasi day of classes. He said he wiii
not make any plans for the weekend and
will grade them then. Since he has
already written finals for his three
classes, his work for final exam week is
to grade them.
The final deadline for turning in
grades is Monday, Dec. 22. However, a
suggested deadline is 48 hours after each
ftura is given.
Dr. John Fairfield, associate professor
of computer science, is under stress
right now because he also is a student.
He has a research paper due the first day
of final exams.
"If it weren't for research, I wouldn't
be [under stress] anymore," Fairfield
said.
However, grading finals is
time-consuming.
"Grading [computer] programs is
awful," he said. "You find a bug, but
how do you decide if this bug is worse
than that one?" Grading final exams is
not an objective evaluation unless the
exam is multiple choice, so Fairfield
said he and his colleagues feel pressure
to grade fairly.
Dr. Charles Blair, head of an education
department, says he tends to form his
final exams with more objective
answers so grading tests is less
time-consuming.
As a department head, Blair has more
end-of-the-semester responsibilities than
most faculty. He must gather teacher
evaluations, make last-minute changes
for next semester's schedule, and
schedule classes and teachers for
summer school and fall semester.
Though he admitted the end of the
semester is rather stressful, he said it all
balances out with the anticipation of a
restful Christmas break.

'Ho Jo's' housing not all bad, student residents say
By Kelly Cannon
staff writer

At first, Mary Lam and Jocly Kolasch
didn't know what to think about their
temporary living quarters in Howard
Johnson's motel. But now the two
freshmen think it's terrific.
Lam and Kolasch are among about
130 freshmen housed this year in what
is commonly called "Ho Jo's." They
said the motel is an excellent place to
live during the first year of college.
"At first I was a little bit leary about
living in a motel, but after a few weeks
of adjusting and seeing other, students'
rooms, I felt better about my living
conditions," Kolasch said.
Upon entering one of the the plush
motel rooms, students see various

luxuries not included in a residence hall
room. The motel rooms contain
wall-to-wall shag carpeting,
burlap-style wallpaper that reflects a sea
grass motif and private balconies .
In addition to having their own
bathroom, air conditioning, cable
television, and access to a pool,
students living in the motel receive
maid service.
"It's great," Kolasch said, "The maid
comes in our room every week and
vacuums our rug."
Even though she likes living in the
motel, Kolasch said there arc negative
aspects for students living there. She
said it's a lot harder to meet people
while living there.
*
"There is no suite to mingle in like
other dormitories, so you have to be

willing to meet people, or the only
person you will know is your
roommate."
Lam said that overall, they have
enjoyed their stay at the moici. "If I had
the chance, I would stay at Ho Jo's next
year," Lam said.
About 25 freshman males live in the
motel. A disadvantage for the males
who live there is that they live on the
second floor, directly below regular
customers.
"We have to be quiet at certain hourt
and make sure our ctcrco is no', too
loud," said resident Greg Griffith.
Wayne Wenger, manager of Howard
Johnson's, said he has had few
problems with housing students and
accommodating regular customers.
"I can't say anything bad about the

students who are housed in our motel,"
Wenger said. "It seems that the students
JMU is accepting nowadays are more
mature and sophisticated. They are more
serious about college."
He also said he has received many
positive comments about the students
from regular customers.
Even though the university is
building new on-campus residence
facilities that arc scheduled to open next
year, the director of residence life
predicted the motel still will be used to
house some students.
"It depends on the demand of students
that want on-campus housing," Dr.
William Bolding said. "Even with the
new dormitories and fraternities, we
will probably still have problems
housing all the students."
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POLICEFILE

Two students
charged
for practices
By Alix Dapolito
police reporter

Two students were charged judicially
with dangerous practices Monday after
one was seen balanced like a surfer on
the hood of a car, campus police said.
One student was driving a Ford
Mustang while the second was on the
hood of the car, police said. The
students were found about 4 p.m.behind
JMU Stadium near the ROTC
department The driver of the vehicle also was
charged with reckless driving, police
said.
A judicial charge is made when
university policy is violated. It is
reviewed by university officials. Police
do not release the names of students
judicially charged.
Campus police also reported the
following incidents:

Drop/add process to be changed
In order to alleviate the problem of
students standing in long lines on the
first day of the drop/add period next
semester, the records office has
announced a change in the drop/add
process.
Students should stop at the drop/add
center on their way to classes Jan. 14,
said Sherry Hood, assistant director of
records. They will be assigned time
cards on a first-come, first-serve, basis.
Time cards will limit students to
changing courses during a specific
half-hour time period during the"day. By
limiting the number of transactions to
be processed during half-hour intervals,

records officials hope to cut down the
long lines, Hood said.
"We anticipate this will be necessary
for only the first day.
"In the past, only the first day has
been a problem, the following days
have not been as crowded," she said.
"We want to stress that students
should not be concerned if their
appointment is later in the day," Hood
said.
"Because many students drop
classes, chances of picking up classes
are the same, if not better, later in the
day."

As usual, students with express
transactions will be allowed lo enter the
center at any time, site said. Express
transactions include adding a class with
an override, dropping only, or dropping
and adding with an override.
Hood said records officials are
attempting to reduce long lines during
the drop&dd period.
"We are aware of the problem and are
working on it," she said. "This is a trial
period.
"If this alleviates the long lines, we'll
continue to use it. We don't like to see
students standing out in the cold."
— Greg Barranco

DRESS FOR SUCCESS.

Driving under the influence
•Non-student Gregory A. Hughes, 18,
of Luray was arrested about 1:50 a.m.
Saturday on Madison Drive, police said.
Grand Larceny
• A waist-length, dark brown fur coat
valued at about $200 was reported
stolen from the Alpha Sigma Tau house
between 4:30 p.m. Saturday and 3 a.m.
Sunday, police said.
Theft and unauthorized use of a
vehicle
• A 1981 Plymouth Reliant station
wagon was reported taken from A-lot
between 8 p.m. Nov. 3 and 4 a.m.
Thursday, police said.
A JMU employee had left the vehicle
unlocked with the keys inside, with the
car to be picked up later by another
employee, pofee said.
The vehicle was taken before the
second employee aTrtved and later was
found returned to the lot by campus
police about 11 p.m. Thursday, police
said.
Petty larceny
• A bookbag containing a Sony
Walkman, a technical writing textbook,
a savings and checkbook, and a red
wallet containing $50 cash was reported
stolen from the Carrier Library between
3 p.m. and 4:20 p.m. Thursday, police
said. Total value of the missing
contents was estimated at $180.
•A Lamarque watch with a black face,
gold features and black band was
reported stolen from the Gifford Hall
study lounge about 2 a.m. Thursday,
police said. It was worth about $50.
• A duffel bag containing a Sharp
calculator, an address book and a JMU
referee shirt was reported stolen from
the southeast hall of Godwin Hall
between 7:15 p.m. and 8:45 p.m.
Sunday, police said. Total value of the
contents was estimated at $45.
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SGA removes several students-at-large
By Kristine Kaplan
SGA reporter

Four students-at-large of the Student
Government Association were relieved
of their duties at Tuesday's meeting.
A proposal developed by the internal
affairs committee suggested removing
four students-at-large due to their lack
of attendance at committee meetings.
The bill passed the senate by general
consent, which means there were no
stated objections or abstentions.
Gifford senator Eric Snow said that
several committee chairmen had
reported absenteeism as a problem at
their meetings. After
further
investigation of the problem, the names
of four repeatedly absent members were
submitted to the senate for
consideration of removal.
"The only way to have effective
committees is to have effective
members," Snow said.
The four students removed from the
committees were Judy Carr, internal
affairs; Tracey L. King, internal affairs;
and Whitney Copcland and Jeff Morgan,
student services.
In other business, the senate passed a
bill of opinion in favor of supporting
King Celebration '87.
King Celebration '87 is a program of
events scheduled on campus in honor of
Dr. Martin Luiher King, Jr. The events
will be held Jan. 19, 1987 to coincide

with the' observed national holiday
honoring King.
The finance committee killed a
request from Interhall Council to
allocate $126.21 from its reserve
account to purchase a button-maker.
Chairwoman Maria Duncan said
reserve account funds are set aside to
cover an organization's unforseen
expenses during the year.
She said the IHC requested money for
a button-maker during last year's
front-end budgeting; therefore, it was
not an "unforseen" expense.
The curriculum and instruction
committee investigated the reasons
students cannot get two degrees listed
on one diploma.
Committee chairwoman Lisa
Bensenhaver said a student's final
transcript lists both disciplines, but
only one can be printed on the diploma.
In order to get a second degree listed,
students must graduate with 128 hours
and a double major, then return to JMU
and complete another 32 hours for a
second diploma, Bensenhaver said.
During the officers' reports, treasurer
Greg Usiskin said he has been meeting
regularly with a representative of First
American Bank. He said he has told the
representative about student complaints
concerning long lines around noon each
day.
Usiskin urged senators to inform their
constituents of the bank's operating

hours. He said the bank is open until 5
p.m., and if more students utilized the
bank facilities during the afternoon
hours, it would cut down on the long
lunch-hour lines.
During a special session, Gifford
senator Eric Snow proposed two
amendments to the SGA bylaws. One
also proposed changing the SGA
constitution.
One amendment removed specific
references to Presidential apartments
from the constitution and bylaws.
Snow said Presidential no longer has its
own senator, so there is no need for
specific references to the apartments.
Snow also proposed creating another
position for a commuter senator in the
senate. Therc-currently are 18 commuter
senators.
According to the bylaws, the ratio of
commuter seniors to commuter students
should be in equal proportion to the
ratio of resident senators to resident
students. Adding another commuter
senator would accomplish that.
Snow based his calculations on
figures from the Office of Residence
Life.
Both amendments passed the senate.
At the meeting, the following bills
were proposed and referred to the
appropriate standing committees.
•Following a bill of opinion passed
by the senate at last week's meeting.
Converse senator Nanci Campbell

proposed the SGA work towards
implementing a change in future
housing policy.
That change would abolish restricted
visitation in all residence halls, with
the exception of one Village area hall.
Campbell further proposed the SGA
"work towards changing the vote on
visitation so that it coincides with the
residence senator elections."
•Eagle senator Jennifer Showalter
proposed that $2,160.48 be allocated to
the SGA from its reserve account to
cover outstanding debts from previous
years.
• Showalter also proposed allocating
$335 to the International Relations
Association from the contingency
account. The money would cover travel
expenses and delegation fees to a
Philadelphia convention.
• Showalter proposed allocating
$222.64 to the Honor Council from its
reserve account to cover outstanding
debts.
•Chandler senator James Coleman
proposed the communication and public
relations committee publicize the
speakout and unity march, which are
scheduled for Jan. 19,1987.
Those events are scheduled to coincide
with the nationally observed holiday
honoring Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
• Greek senator Bob Houston
proposed the SGA investigate and
evaluate the current parking problem.

JMU varsity cheerleaders
make national competition
By Heather Dawson
staff writer

For the third year in a row, the JMU
varsity cheerleading squad is on its way
to a national competition.
This year, the JMU cheerleaders rank
as one of the two best squads in
Division I. On Jan. 7, the team will fly
to San Diego, Calif, to compete with
10 other squads for a first place title in
the Ford College National Cheerleading
Championship.
Casey Carter, the cheerleading
sponsor, said, "Our first year in a
national championship in Dallas, we
were in the top 20. Last year in San
Diego, we were third in our division.
This year, hopefully, we'll do even
better."
Carter said she thinks the JMU squad
had an excellent chance at placing first
"In years past, we've had some good
squads, with some real stars on them.
This year the talent level is much more
even. It's more consistent, and that
means more team effort."

The squad is particularly strong in
partner stunts and pyramids, Carter said.
"We have some of the best partner
stunt and pyramid people in the
country, and that's about 75 percent of
[a squad's] showing."
—»»
Team members say they have been
working hard to improve their
performance. "It's been really difficult
lately," said co-captain Joni Takanc.
"We'll be working on a routine this
week and next, right in the middle of
exams. But we've got a really good
chance. We're all looking forward to it"
Squad member Pat McFeeley, a
senior, has attended all three national
competitions. "We've definitely had
trouble with injuries this year. All but
about three people have had to miss a ,
game due to injury," he said.
"That's one reason why I think we've
got really good potential," McFeeley
said. We'll be a lot more impressive
once we're able to get everyone
together."
The final competition will be aired on
the Entertainment Sports-Programming
Network (ESPN] later in January.

Staff photo by STEVE EATON

Reach for a star
Senior Chris Eckl placed a star atop the quad's
Christmas tree Wednesday. Campus tree lighting
ceremonies will take place on the quad at 8 p.m. Friday
and in the Warren Campus Center at 5 p.m. today. "

■
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WHEN IS THE RIGHT TIME TO
CALL YOUR BOYFRIEND?
a) When the president of Phi Gamma Delta
asks you to Saturday night's Fiji Formal.
b) After raquetball class, to tell him that the
instructor with the Australian accent and
those blue eyes did wonders for your serve.
c) When you just feel like telling him you
miss him after all.

if

Maybe you shouldn't tell him everything that's going on. But
if you still care about him, why not call and whisper some sweet
things he'll never forget?
Like why you call using AT&T Long Distance Service, and why you trust AT&T's high quality service
and exceptional value.
When you tell him that AT&T gives you immediate credit if you dial a wrong number, he won't
. be able to get you out of his mind.
And telling him you can count on
AT&T for clear, long distance,
connections will drive
him crazy.
All of which will probably inspire him to drive"
out for the weekend, giving
you an excuse to blow off
that silly frat party after all.

p

AT&T
"The right choice.

m
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BLOOM COUNTY

Berke Breathed YABBER.
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-Gary Larson

THE FAR SIDE

3

Bobbing for poodles

And for TWO excruciating months, he was
simply known as "Skinhead of the Jungle."

"Yo! Farmer Dave! Let's go, let's go. let's go!
You geftin' up with us chickens or not?"
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FOR RENT
One room left - A male convinced us, so now
we need another male, or a female who
doesn't mind sharing a bathroom with a guy
at U. Place. Call Cathy or Diane. 433-3302.
Resident Opening - In January at the
Wesley Foundation, campus ministry of the
United Methodist Churcn*, 690 S. Mason St.
Application forms available at Wesley
Foundation, 434-3490.
Duke Garden Apartments - Located 1/2
block from Anthony-Seeger Hall on Main St.
Neat, female non-smoker to share BR in
apartment. $l30/mo. plus utilities.
Available January. Call Angela, 433-3050
Available Dec. 20 - 3 BR luxury townhouse.
W/D, DW, disposal, heal pump, AC, fully
carpeted, like new, on Port Republic Rd.
Rent/deposit S395. 434-2100.
Roommate Wanted to share furnished 2 BR
apartment from January-July. Rent $148.
Includes heat & water. Call Kate,
433-8537 before 4 pm, 433-8556 after
5 pm.
Female Needed - Room to share in new
furnished apartment complex. 1/4 mile
from campus, available spring 87. $110/mo.
plus utilities. Call 434-4859.
Madison Manor - Female roommate needed.
Spring, May & summer also available.
Fireplace, pool, hot tub. furnished. Call
433-0764.
Small Room - Female non-smoker, near
campus. Kitchen privileges. $l30/mo.
434-0840.
1 or 2 Roommates Needed for spring to
share townhouse at Country Club Court.
$180 including utilities. Call Kay,
433-6779.
Live At Madison Manor - Need male
roommate to share apartment for spring
semester. Only $l30/mo. Call Kevin,
434-5889.
2 Persons Wanted for University Place
Condo. $l50/mo. W/D, DW, AC included.
Call Robyn, 433-3528.
December Graduates - Female non-smoker
wanted to share 2 BR apartment in
Northern Virginia. $270/mo. includes
utilities. Available immediately. (703)
830-9225 evenings.
For Spring Semester - 2 BR house,
furnished, $300/mo., 1 mile from campus.
Call 433-9929 or 434-8836.
2 Fun-Loving Females Needed to share 3
BR townhouse for spring semester.
$l27/mo. plus utilities. Partially furnished,
433-2973.
Madison Square Townhouse - Fully
furnished to accommodate 5 occupants Will
lease to 4 or 5 renters. $l55/mo. per
person plus utilities Security deposit
required. Available immediately (703)
494-7616 after 5 pm.

2 Private Rooms available in January for
females. Only $125 & $135 each.
Apartment close to campus. Call
434-0041.
Office Space - Up to 450 square feet
available ($5/square foot). Third floor at
268 Newman Ave., Harrisonburg. Call
433-2121.
1 Non-Smoking Female Needed to share 2
BR townhouse from January-May. Less than
1 mile from campus. $l65/mo. plus utilities.
W/D, DW, own BR, furnished. Call Melissa
or Mary, 433-9952.
Madison Manor Apartment - Spring
semester, 2 openings, own room, furnished,
$l20/mo. plus electric. Call 433-1601.
Sublet For Spring - Brand new campus
condos. Convenient to campus, very
efficient, $145/mo. Call Kathy, 434-7283.
, Spring Semester - 1 furnished, 1
"* unfurnished BR in nice townhouse. W/D,
fireplace, near bus. $150/mo. Call Lynne,
434-0889.
Sublet Spring Semester - Room 2 minutes
from JMU W/D. Call Nick at 433-6377.
Leave message.
3 Females Needed to rent 4 BR University
Court townhouse. Spring semester '87.
Completely furnished with all the extras.
Rent $165/mo. for 6 months. Call Ronald
Weist, days (202) 647-3836, evenings
(703) 281-2712.
Large 1 BR Apartment - 10 minute walk
from JMU on Main St., water included. Rent
$175. Available immediately. After 4 pm,
434-3509.
Male Roommate Needed for spring
semester. Squire Hill Apts., own room with
1/2 bath. $130 plus utilities. Call John,
433-6293.
2 Females to share large apartment in
house. $165 includes utilities. Lease until
May. 434-1940 days or 289-5055.
Housemate(s) Needed - 1 or 2 BRs
available before Xmas. 1 1/2 mile from
campus. $l25/mo. plus utilities. Semester
lease available. 433-5461. .
Own Large Room in townhouse across from
Madison Manor for male, $140/mo. plus
utilities. Available starting January,
433-3561.
2 Non-Smoking Males Needed - For
furnished 2 BR apt. 10 minute walk to
campus, kitchen, flat $H5/mo. Lease by
semester. Must be semi-quiet. Call John,
434-5328.

Large, Single Room for lease in January at
$l08/mo. Female or male. Quiet living
atmosphere. 433-0991.
Almost On Campus -1 BR apartments on
Dutchmill Court (behind Hardees). Water,
trash pick up, lawn mowing & appliances
provided. Carpeted. Almost new. No pets.
Lease/deposit $245. 434-2100. 4
University Court -1 BR available in modem,
fully furnished, inexpensive & close lo
campus townhouse. Call 434-5987.
University Place - Girls, new 3 BR, 2 bath,
condo. Completely furnished includes
kitchen appliances, W/D to each unit. Rent
includes water, sewer, garbage pick up.
Single BR $185/mo„ share BR $160/m8. 5
mo. lease expires 5/31/87. 433-8822.
University Place - Girls, new 3 BR unit with
2 baths, all kitchen appliances including
microwave, W/D, new furniture. Only 3
students to unit each with own bedroom.
$230/mo. includes water, sewer, garbage
pick up. 5 mo. lease expires 5/31/87.
433-8822.

Room To Share - With female at University
Place. Call Bettie at 433-3529.
Room In House available in January. 10
minute walk to campus, W/D, in-ground
pool. $150/mo. plus utilities. Non-smoking
female only. 433-8621.
Private Room - Male needed to share
apartment. Across the street from campus.
$l37/mo. plus electric. Call John,

433-6058.
j

Female Needed to share room at Campus
Condos for spring semester. Close to
campus. Rent negotiable. Call Mary,
433-5064.
Desperately In Need of female to sublet
large room in Forest Hills townhouse. Has
■conveniences of a home; fireplace, W/D,
DW, microwave, study. 5 minute walk to
campus. Fully furnished & rent is
negotiable! Call 433-6578 for more
information.

FOR SALE
Skis and bindings for sale. 61/2 boots also
Call in time for ski class. Tammi 433-3302.

Hunters Ridge - Girls, 2 BR unit completely
furnished including microwave & W/D. 5 mo.
lease expires 5/31/87. $l50/mo. each.
Rent includes water & sewer. 433-8822.

'65 Mustang - Excellent condition, rebuilt
transmission, automatic. AC, AM/FM
cassette. Karen, 434-7283.

University Place - Boys, 3 BR, 2 bath condo
completely furnished including kitchen
appliances, W/D. 5 mo. lease expires
5/31/87 $160/mo. 433-8822.

Fisher Stereo System - AM/FM receiver,
dual cassette deck, turntable, speakers
Only $119.95 or best offer. Just 1 1/2 yrs.
old. Cafl Sandy, x4545.

Females - Single room available Jan. 1.
$135/mo. 433-2831.
Non-Smoking Graduate Roommate Wanted
- $125/mo. (includes heat) plus utilities.
Unfurnished BR in furnished apt. Call
433-5295 before 2 pm
1 Female Roommate Wanted to share large
room with private bath in house. Almost on
campus (the Graffiti House). $135 plus
utilities. 433-1474.
Hunters Ridge - Female, own room in 4 BR
furnished condo. 2 baths, W/D, mrcrowave.
Rent $170 plus utilities. Semester lease
available. Call Kim, 434-6844.
University Place - Male needed to sublet
room until 5/1/87. Nicely furnished.
$140/mo. Please call anytime at 433-0310
Madison Manor - Spring semester, 2 BR
furnished, fireplace, cable. $l40/mo Call
Bob, 433-5064 or 433-6698
Almost New - University Place condo
available for sublet January-May. 1/2 mile
from campus. W/D, DW. Call Ellen or Amy
433-9546.
.
V

Female Roommate Desperately Needed Own room, fully furnished apt. DW, W/D,
microwave, cable. $173.25 plus utilities.'
Hunters Ridge. Call 434-6844.

Looking For A Perfect Place To Live'T
BR, University Court, fully furnished
inexpensive. 434-5987

Squire Hill - Male, non-smoker. 3 BR unit
with W/D, own BR. Completely furnished.
Bus to campus. $l33/mo Call 433-0778.

Spring Semester - Female roommate
needed in Madison Manor. Spring, summer
also available. Fully furnished $135
negotiable 434-5956

Female Housing Contract - Must sell!
Urgent! Missy, x4515.
Spring Housing Contract - Available
Urgent! Call Jill, x7659 , Debi, 433-2112.
Ski Package - Skis, boots, binding & poles,
$250. Not firm. For more info, call
434-6938.
60 Watt Speakers - Boston Acoustic
A60s. Great condition. Still under
warranty. $150. Call Eric at x4246.
8 Channel Sunn Magna Mixer with case. 2
sm-58 shure mikes & stands. Call
234-8965 after 5 pm.
^
Government Homes from $1 (U repair).
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions.
Call 805-687-6000, ext. GH 5526 for
current repo list.
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142, ext.

5090
1982 Renault Le Car with 4 speed
transmission, AC, AM/FM cassette. 55,000
miles, call Matt. x5054.
1973 Fiat 850 Convertible - 79,000 miles
new top, new interior, AM/FM stereo
cassette, needs slight body work. Call
Gerry, 434-5375.
Male Housing Contract - Call Jon at
568-7253 or 568-6875.

/

^
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Female Housing Contract - Contact Jenny,
X4067.
1983 Pontiac 2000 • Excellent condition,
AM/FM stereo, automatic, PS, PB, AC.
433-6054.
Furniture For Sale - Must sell, graduating.
Call Kurt, 434-5986.
Male Housing Contract - Call Jim & Matt,
x5407.
Firewood - Seasoned oak firewood. Any
amount, pick up/delivery. Call 433-5032.
Airline Tickets - 2, round trip, Continental,
Dulles-Denver, Dec. 25-31, $238 each. Call
Jennifer, x4124.
Skis - Head 190's with Tyrolia bindings.
$50. Call Todd, x4018.

Nanny Positions - Care for children in one
of several East or West Coast locations.
Room, board, $120-200/week. Attend
school evenings. 1 year commitment.
Non-smokers preferred. Call for interview.
La Petite Mere 1-800-621-1985.
Watchman - Library - 10-20 hours per
week. Rotating schedule including some
weekends. $3.95/hr. Will patrol the library
building to improve library security in late
night hours & provide directional assistance
to library users. Must be able to maintain
good public relations in the enforcement of
regulations. Excellent character references
required. Submit application by Dec. 12 to
JMU Personnel Office, Hillcrest House.
Please Help! Need a ride to Baltimore
Tuesday or Wednesday. Anytime. Call Kevin
x5367.

LOST & FOUND
Ski Boots - Technica, size 10.1 yr. old. $75.
Call Todd, x4018.

HELP WANTED
December Grads Career Opportunity Stock broker trainee opportunity in VA
Beach for hard working, enthusiastic
individual. Send resume to 2614 Tolem
Trail, VA Beach, VA 23454.
Recruiting Managers for community swim
clubs in Fairfax, VA. Must have lifeguarding
experience, CPR, be 20+ yrs. old. Please
write or call for application. Interviews in
January during break. Clearwater, Inc. P.O.
Box 2391, Springfield, VA 22032. (703)
323-9334.
Waitress 4 Deliworkers for spring
semester. Apply in person at Players, 121
S. Main from 113. Contact Leah.
Swimming Pool Supply Co. has summer
openings for drivers, helpers 4
warehousemen. To arrange for interview
during Xmas break, call Mike Black at (703)
534-1400. Potomac Chemicals. Falls
Church, VA.
Swimming Pool Supply Co. in Falls Church,
VA is now hiring for the 1987 summer
season full time temporary office
employees. Varied duties include typing,
filing, answering phones. To arrange for
interview, call Liz Simpson at (703)
534-1400.
Qualified Gymnastics Instructor Wanted
Harrisonburg Dept. of Parks 4 Recreation.
Interested persons phone, 433-2474.
Kings Dominion is now accepting
applications for Marketing Coordinators
for the 1987 season. Coordinators work 40
hours per week from mid-January until
mid-October. Duties include assisting
Marketing Representatives in the
coordination 4 implementation of
promotions 4 special events 4 general
office work. Some local 4 overnight travel
involved. Marketing Coordinators are
exposed to various areas of marketing
including public relations, direct mail
production 4 implementation, development
of point-of-sale materials & field sales
efforts. Prefer applicants with good
organizational skills, good communication
skills, general office skills & the desire to
work with the public. For an application,
write or call the Kings Dominion Personnel
Department, Box 166, Doswell, VA 23047,
(804) 876-5145. EOE

Lost - High school class ring. Silver color
with ruby stone. Am offering a $75 reward
for the return of the ring as it has a very
high sentimental value to me. If found,
please call Scott at x5303.
SERVICES
Professional Typing - Call Kathy at
433-8015, 4-9 pm.
Easy Tan Now Open - Tan & relax with our
latest Sontegra suntanning system. 5 beds.
32 Miller Circle, behind RJ's Deli.
434-0808, call for appointment, MondayFriday, 8-9, Saturday 8-4,
Typing Service - 23 years experience,
$1.25/page. Mrs. Price, 879-9935.
Typing - Experienced, professional quality.
Call Donna Bodkin, 879-9294.
Horizon Sure Tan is a professional tanning
salon with the best systems available 4 6
years of service. 11C6 Reservoir St.,
434-1812.
Pregnant? Free confidential help. Free
pregnancy test. Birthright. 434-0003.
The Widow Kip's Victorian Bed 4
Breakfast in Mt. Jackson. 21 miles from
JMU. 6 antique bedrooms with fireplaces;
pool, caverns, hiking. Come frazzled-leave
whole. $45 double. 703-477-2400.
The Country Place is 42 miles away.
Vacation in furnished 2 BR cabin or 5 BR
lodge with waterbed, fireplaces, Blue
Ridge views, George Washington National
Forest. Celebrate with 1 someone or a
group. For brochure, rates (from $65 up),
reservations, call 1-743-4007 evenings or
Gail Price, Communication Dept.
Typing Service - $1/page. 433-8713.
Shenandoah Valley Bed & Breakfast
reservations: Representing 13 exceptional
residences 4 small inns. (703) 896-9702.
Blue Ridge Dive & Craft Shop - Scuba 4
snorkeling, sales, rentals, instruction,
repairs, air fills. Only hours 7:30 pm to 9
pm, Fridays. 896 N. Liberty St.,
433-6153.
How Was Your Last Haircut? Cathy Carter
wants you to know she has relocated to the
Hairloom on Hawkins St. from the mall.
433-3500.

Jim Warren - You may be cute, but you still
dress funny. Care for a meandering
toothbrush? How about a wholly suitcase?
The eyes have it. Gotchya!

Learn To Scuba Dive - Call Kathy's Scuba,
433-3337.
Resume Typesetting - 2 day service. $12
full page, $6 half page. ReadySet Resumes,
433-5822. Don't leave for home without
one!

Greeks - Good luck on finals. Happy
holidays! Phi Mu

WANTED
March 2, 1984 - Merry Christmas. I love
you.

Help! We desperately need a handsome male
cat for sexual favors. For his good time,
please call 434-2204 soon! Ask for
"Geraldine".

Teefey - Happy late 21st birthday. Get
ready to do shots! Think I'd forget? Let's
do it soon! Love ya, Slug.

Typist - $500 weekly at home! For
information send stamped self-addressed
envelope to Jackie, Box 3068 or Leslie, Box
2956.

Cindy E. - WeVe got Spud. If you ever want
to see him alive again send Goober with
$10,000 in unmarked bills to entrance 1
today at 4:30.

Photographer Wanted - To take portraits
for Christmas present. Call 568-7121,
leave message between 8 & 5 or Box 1692,
Angela.

Mark Blair - Sorry we're late, forgot the
date, but at any rate, we'd like to state,
your birthday cake...we ate! By the way, it
was great 4 you we do not hate! Hope il
was a happy day. Love, Cindi & Cath.

PERSONALS
Personal license plates rule! Why not tell
The Breeze about yours? Call Diane X6127.

Residents - Go for those exams! Good luck.
Love y'all. Spunky

Jeannie Bunch - You're an awesome Alpha
Chi! Good luck as junior Panhellenic
representative for AXii. I'm proud of you!

Tonight - Chuck Taylor 4 The All Stars at
the Mystic Den.

Jack! 4 Sandy - You finally made it! We're
so proud of you. Don't forget us when
you're out in the "real world." Remember
always: happy hour (be there!), D is for
diploma, great BS sessions, washing pizzas,
so rVany men, the moose is loose 4 all that
drunken entertainmeny We love you! MB &
Lynn^

The 4 Greatest Girls on campus love Mark
Whittington...and we want to be chased!

Killer & Thick - Thanx for an incredibly
sloppy time. Baby B

To The Girl In The Green Sweater at JMs
happy hour who didn't make it to the 1357
party...happy hour Friday?

Mr. Laffs -1 love you baby! Cheer up, the
semester's almost over! Merry Christmas 4
holiday snuggles. Love, Mrs. Laffs.

Groovy Pinnochio - Life at Wine - drinking
such at 78° for "Bruce!" in the
Brick-Hauss, or baby pizzas 4 private
injuries (in boxers) with Eric Burdon 4 Erie
in the Department of Justice, Juddd 4
Matt - oh, the fixed numbers of 68 4 5, in
the morning wishing I wasn't alive. Just
remember not to sleep with the Clash or eat
Cup o' Noodles 4 Bacardi. Love, Flip.

Fungi & Shots - This semester has really
been more fun than humans are supposed to
have! IVe never done so many shots, laughed
so much or lived with such bad guys! Looking
forward to another fun filled semester!
Kisses, Turbo.

Let's celebrate & party hard at our semiformal tonight. I'm psyched! Cheers, Your
Secret Sister.

Your Mother Says go see The Ryall
Brothers Saturday night at Calhouns.
Terri Egan - You're a great secret sis!
Good luck on your exams. Love, Your AXfi

Don't Miss The Stains - Tonight at
Calhoun's.

Secret Sis.

C

Randy Hanson C30? Sorry for being a
b— Saturday nigTit - too much alcohol,
but I still think you're hot!

Garber Sponsors The Shuffle, PC
Ballroom, Friday, 9-12.
"^

Bob - Thanks for such a special birthday.
Tonight will be just as special. I cant wait!
Love, Amy.

Au Revoir Mes Amies! PVJC gonna miss you
2 soooo much! Please write often! Bon
voyage! Je t'aime. S.
II

' ■ ■ —

Mai - Well, here it finally is. We will have a
lot of fun during break. Hope we can gel
again soon! Love, BMJ.

Go To Harrison Breezeway today 4 buy a
poinsettia for mom & dad.

Dawn - Good luck on your finals 4 Merry
Christmas! Patrice

December Gradsl For your 1987 Bluestone
send $10 4 your mailing address to Box
M27 Campus Mail. The,yearbook will be
mailed in May.
i

Amy Stinnett, Liz Tilt, Anna Gnadt, Amy
Hyde 4 Kelli Levins - Congratulations on
Back To School Party - Monday night, Jan.
12, at the Mystic Den. Come see Wild ^ getting 2nd place in the College Bowl for
ZTA.
Kingdom.

What Would You Do if you were a gnu? I
love you Suz! Happy 19th! Love, Mo.
Tracy S. - Good luck on exams 4 have a
great Christmas. Love, JAH.
Phi Mu - Great pre-party party! Alpha
Gamma Delta

o

Mary Mac - Happy birthday! Good luck with
exams 4 have a great holiday! Love, Mel.
Gilbert Lane - Hope you have a marvelous
Christmas break. Love, Your BSU Secret
Pal.
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Dave Taylor - Thank you for the fantastic
Christmas dinner - you're the tops! Love,
The HQRBL Club.
Animal Logic - Next Thursday at the Mystic
Den.

Garber Hall Rocks - Let's Shuffle down to
the ballroom Friday.
Debbie Harnes • I hope you have a super
Christejas! Are you psyched? Watch out
for thosXrjBfunds. You are really special. II
miss you. Love, Scott.

Tamml & Wendy • Good luck with your
exams 4 have yourselves a merry little
Christmas. Love, Mel.
Sharon • Prepare for the wildest semiformal ever! You're an awesome Secret Sis!
Your AXQ SS.

JMU Bookstore
BookBuyback
December 15-19

The Horace Williamson Fan Club meets
tonight at the Den!
Krista Hall - Have a great Christmas break.
Your Secret Pal.

8 am - 4:30 pm (6:30 Wednesday)
Best Prices For Used Books
Pat McManus - Alpha Gam is so happy to
have you as a Big Brother! Congratulations!
Beth C. - Hope your holidays are better to
you than your toft was! Good luck on exams!
YLS
Chris - Ike 204 & 203, let's party tonight!
Get psyched, Deb.
Gifford 2nd Floor & 651 S. Mason - Thank
you for making this semester an
unforgettable 1. Next semester just wont
be the same without you! Love, Mel.
C.R. 4 Dave T. - You guys are awesome ZE
big brothers. Thanks for all of your
support Love, Sean.
Mike - Happy birthday to you so now you're
22. Who toves you? The Moo
Allstars! The Bull! The Chicken! Bocephus
Mode! Mystic Den tonight!
To The Jean Jacket Thieves at L<t>E - It's
people like you that degrade JMU. We go to
parties trusting others enough to take off
our coats, but now? If you'd like to redeem
yourselves, we'd really appreciate you
returning the light & dark jean jackets to
ChappelearA201.
Don't Miss Wild Kingdom - Monday night,
Jan. 12 at The Mystic Den.
Psssst - John 4 San y'all are awesome! The
all night drinking games were a blast! But
try drinking real beer! Yeah...that's the
ticket! Remember the bogus fire alarms
(what fire alarm?) Where are my keys?
Let's toga again sometime (even Mr.
Computer Weinie?)! Take care! Good luck!
Stan...eat me! Remember John...we're al
rotten. (But we love y'all anyway!) Erin 4
Ginger
Andy Arnold • Nice talking to you & Rob,
y'all are such cuties. Have a nice weekend. A
Drooling Watcher
Beth Wendel • Good luck, it's almost over!
AXfi Love, YSS.

Animal Hal - Best of luck on exams 4 have a
great break. I'm going to miss you crazy
girls! Elizabeth
Little Leo - It's been a blast or shall I say
■bang." Congratulations! Believe it or not,
I'll miss you! Keep in touch! A Friend
Forever.
Wanted - Male, over 19 , under 25, no
muscles, mustache nor hair on chest, over
5'7", dog lover, must be able to clean, cook
4 tolerate barfing, IQ over 115, cannot be
green & must provide sweatsuits. Write
Desperate, P.O. 3706.
Cakers • The special times 4 the wonderful
snuggles have made me realize, you're my
special "snuzztes"! Moochins, ILY Stoogie.
Kansas - Can yo come out & play? Where
did the yellow brick road lead me? Have fun
in Florida & a wonderful holiday season.
Dorothy
Merry Christmas - To John & Jen, my suite,
Barb & her suite, Bill & Craig, Scott &
Chan, Bryston, Pete & Nut & Brian, ex,
Shaffe, Sam, Tom & Erin (Sis), Mark &
New York, Dave & Taco, Rich H. & Jamie have a good 1! Love, Kathy.
1,2, uh 1,2,3,4 - Baby, baby, baaaby: Well
honey, the summer was great but now
school's over for me! What will I do? I'm
gonna miss you a lot. Keep in touch
often...or 111 kill you. I'll be waiting for that
beautiful ferris wheel ride but don't worry,
I won't hold my breath. Borg & I will miss
you terribly! Have a super, last semester,
but hey, try to keep your extracurricular
activities to a minimum...I'll be back. Try to
remember the "insignificant" 22nd & happy
8th early. I love you very much. Take care of
your gorgeous self. Zachary's Future
Mother?
£
__^_
Lora King is Cold • Please return her long
black & white coat with red lining taken
from £4>E Saturday night. No questions
asked, reward offered. Call 433-3356.
Diana Gray - Congratulations! Finally, you're
out of here. Good luck in Colorado I will miss
you. Love, Your Little Sis, Vicki.

LK, KX, ZTA, AXP, IN, AXft, En.
The Stains from Lexington • tonight at
Cahouns.
To A.F. & P.R. - Heard you had a killer time
when your plane got delayed!
Rich Caldwell - Merry Christmas. I love you,
Your Sister Kathy.
This Is A Poem about the guy in Hoffman
123. He's real cute & just as swefl as can be.
I gave him my heart, & that was the start,
of the romance between Chris 4 me.

TKE^ AZX, ATA & Others - You came,
you saw, you drank & we had a blast!
There's more to come next semester! 4>M
KRN - No gift can compare to the 1 you
have already given me, it is everlasting.
Merry Christmas - 208.

Paul Buckley - "Joe"! Fashion, toxic
chemicals, Prince, northern girls, push ups,
textbooks, wine glasses, Steve Perry's
voice...and you put up with me? You're the
best roommate. Merry Christmas "Joe".
GregM.
Scott - Congratulations! I'm behind you
100%. You'll be a hit in Orlando. I love you.
Leslie
The Shuffle Friday. Tickets? They're
cheap! Come party with us!
Come See The Ryall Brothers - Saturday
night at Calhouns.
Sped - A. Here's to H.H. with H.S.B.'s 4
tapiping. B. Television 4 reliving childhood.
C. A 4 B could be definite indications of our
developing problem, but D. At least we
recognize them as such. Cath
Billy Vlverette - It's almost that time, huh?
I hope everything goes great for you next
year. I expect many letters. I promise to
send you pictures of Italian women! Thanks
for being my TKE Big Brother. I'll miss
you. Sue
Sarah Glllman - Get psyched for tonight! Ill
see you there! Good luck on your exams.
Love, Your AXft Secret Sis.
Hey Sneest God bless you.. .4 break a leg!
Tippy Tiff 4 Mar -1 should have wished him
happy anniversary! Have a great break!
Busch - Our kismet is no longer borrowed
time. Now, time is ours. Please don't walk
away from the most precious thing I've ever
had-us. ILY. Dewey
Tom Cruise In Top Gun - G/S, Friday 4
Saturday, 7-9:30.
One Of The Boyz - You mark some
resemblance. When you're in love, there is a
song for you. Remember what wise man
say...I can't help falling. Love, Your Fool.
Angle & Mona - Donl have too much fun
without me next semester...please? I'm
gonna miss you guys! Your Ex-Roomie.
Teddy - Good luck on your first set of
exams. "Spunky"
Und McOsker - You're the swellest heart
Sis! See you over break? Call me. Kim
Happy Birthday 4 Graduation to an old
bald guy who's a might decent brother I
must say. I'm really proud of you! Love, Amy.
Alpha Gamma Delta wishes everyone good
luck on exams 4 happy holidays!

Bob Houston - You're an awesome
commander! Keep up the great work!

Thursday Lab Rules - Mike 4 Linda did you
make it home? Dave, beware flying food
Tim. late again? Lisa, awesome meringue.
Mike 4 Connie, life of the lab We had a
blast Love, The Roomies.

Kiss "H Tell - Friday night at The Mystic
Dea

U!!22 B,reeDzeway • ™ Mu's annual
pomsetrja sale. Buy yours today!

Elizabeth - This semester has been action
packed 4 very special! Remember, VA
Beach, Liberty U., Georgetown, general
public, Reddish Knob. The Caverns,
policeman on 295, shaving cream-moussegel light, tailgate parties, speachless
spats, 930 Club, The Tombs, bucket of
hineys, 4 I could go on but I've run out of
money. There are even more good times in
store for us in the future! The Bugg Man
Gremlin Slime - How was Mr. Bubbles?
Love, Hairy Ape.
I'm Sorry I'm Too Shy To Kiss You - But,
Jean, I'm still gonna miss you. Your
goddess-like looks really please me 4 plus
we both like AC-DC. Love, Angus.
Glenn - Thanx for special times 4 the many
memories we have shared. You are a dad, a
brother 4 a "special" person to me. Love,
Bunny Duck.
Congrats New Alpha Kappa Lambda
Brothers - Bill Daisley. Mike Callahan, Ron
Goldberg, Kevin Perez, Dave Murdocca.
Luv, Sandy 4 Suzanne. AKA's #1!
Chris W -1 haven't seen you. Have you seen
my sock? Send it to P.O. 2124 - my foot is
cold. A Fellow Furs Fan
My Swim Friends Mitch 4 Curtis - Have a
fantastic holiday. Don't bring back too much
to work off. Penny
The Birchbark Canoes - Tomorrow night at
Calhouns.
Snees-Aachoo! Paisley underwear, short
jokes, turtlenecks, gummy worms,"l never"
Flip your wigs guys, it's been a great
experience. Break your legs, below the
knees though, because you still need
something to stand on. Love, The Bus
Driver. P.S. Too Tall Warren, I couldn't
have done it without you, this is theatre for
gosh sake!
Garber A101 & A103 - Santa's elf says
good luck on your exams 4 have a great
break! Love ya lots!
Give A Duke Dog For Christmas - Duke
dogs on sale exam week in the Campus
Center. Or call 433-8191.
ALX - Thank you for the beautiful dresses!
Just in time for the holiday season. A
perfect fit! Hugs 4 kisses, Benny, Joel 4
(oh M) Chuck.
Scott - Sony if I was a buzz-killer Monday
night I was just freaking 4 needed someone
to talk to. Leslie
CHAP B204 - Who needs sisters with
friends ike you! I wil miss you guys, but get
psyched for those goombay smashes! God
bless you all & have the best holidays ever!
The New Mssing Link
Congratulations Roomies on making it
through a whole semester with me 4 my
'brat face". I'll be better next semester Ha! Good luck on exams 4 have a great
break. Love always, Tracy.
Don't Miss The Shuffle - Saturday night at
The Mystic Den.
Tom Cruise Saturday Night - The Shuffle
Friday Night PC Ballroom.
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My AXIi Secret Sister • ThanKs for
making me smile when I didn't think I could!
You're the greatest! Love, Shelly.
Karen - Thanks so much tor being my
friend. I love you 4 I'll miss you. Happy
hoidays, honey.
Maria Noble - Get psyched for tonight & I
can't wait until Friday! Your AXfl SS.

Tim Glenn - Sorry we're not as much fun as
we used to be. Where did we go wrong?
Cath 4 Sped P.S. Greg, we scoff (scoph,
skoff) at you!
Jessica Grace - Congratulations on your
upcoming graduation! Love, Alpha Gam.

Homegiris Julie & Anna - Y'ali can borrow
my tractor anytime! Lisa

Honey Honey Honey, peanut butter makes
for great papers. Pete is a fabulous
conversationalist, he was up until 6:30!
Don't use your shoulders to go down steps.
Love you, Butterbean.

Bob Kaftl - You were an awesome emcee.
Thanks, we love you! Zeta Pledge Class

Kay - Good luck in Norfolk next semester.
We're going to miss you. John 4 The Gang

To C-Wlng 2nd Floor Eagle (Animal Hall!) &
Leslie 4 Val - Merry Christmas! Sue &
Steph

Slgz - You've done a great job as VP this
year. We love you, ZTA PC.

Babychews - We hear the army's looking for
a few good men - and so are you. Is that why
you enlisted? Here's to the good times of
the past 4 those of the future. Well miss
ya heaps. Deb & Suz
Joe Hiney - Thanks for being a friend.
Happy holidays. Penny
New IN Brothers - I'm so proud of you
guys!Jacki

Today Is Officially "Be Nice to Pete Legato
Day!"
Nanci - Roomie, here's to talks at 5 am,
night out at JM's 4 typing 'til 3. Ifs been a
wonderful semester. Thanks for being such
a great friend! Stay away from the stairs 4
have a nice break! Love, Kellye.
Amy, Fred & Lisa - You are the best
friends anyone could have. Thanks for
everything. I'm gonna miss you all so much
this winter. I love you! Merry Christmas! Sue

<DM Welcomes Its Newest Phi - Tammy
MatuckWebveyou.

Julie, Shannon & Sandy - It was great
pledging with you. Won't ever forget the
Pledge party. Sorry about the quilt, Sandy.
3 blind dates? Maybe next party. Jules 4
Shannon, we're almost finished with history.
Keep chin up during finals. You guys are
great. Take care over vacation! Love, Leslie.

Kim A. - You're the best! Hope your
holidays are too!

Orlana - Thanx for helping me look in from
the outside! Junior Sis.

Congratulations New IN Brothers - Andi,
Brian, Dave C, Dave W. Greg, Jim, Pat,
R.J., Ron, Sean, Steve.

Dingledlne C301 - It's been an awesome
semester. Get off on Xmas! We're psyched
for the new year! We're sooo proud of you.
Thanx for being there. Love, C304.
John Finnerty • Thanks for being a great
DJ! Love, Alpha Gam.
Nancy Blessing - New AFA social chairman!
Chuck Taylor at the Mystic Den tonight
only! Don't miss!
Bruce Davis - lYe been watching you & I
think you're sexy. Love, Carmen.
Dead Hours In Your Hall? Come see the
Shuffle Friday.
Ski Lake PlacM Spend your Christmas
break skiing atfconderful Lake Placid.
Spaces are goinglast - sign up now. Call
Ricky Wingen at x7461 or Mitch Bell at
x7456. Transportation available.
Sponsored by LUV Tours.
Pee Pte - Where's the party? We have to
stay out of trouble 4 still have fun next
semester. Can we do it! You know it! Luv ya,
S. Lips.
Top Gun in Grafton Stovall, Friday &
Saturday at 7 4 9:30.

Garber Sponsors The Shuttle, PC
Ballroom, Friday 9-12.

4 The Allstars
D.K. - What can we say? Ifs been a great
semester! Don't forget wedgies, 3 am talks,
Wendall, Smendall, Nos, H.B., ASAP, your
smells, Spoors staircase acrobatics, your
bootie, my bootie, Eleanore, there's nobody
that can take your place! Well miss you!
Love, Spoofay, Loney, Your Little Mare 4
Curtey.
Will - Happy holidays 4 good luck on your
finals. Claire
I.G.A & R.E.S. - Surprise! (I sure was!)
Thanks so much, it was the best birthday
ever! YouVe made this semester so much
fun! Crush on finals 4 merry Christmas!
Best buddies! Love, B.YN.
Blue Eyes - Thanks for a wonderful 1st
semester ever in college, you made it
memorable. I don't know what I'd do without
you. You are truly fantastic 4 never believe
anyone who says otherwise. Thank you for
being my friend. I love you dearly. B
Sped 4 Cath - Cash to spend, 2 or 3
friends, these are the things dreams are
made of! Miss ya guys! Good luck on exams!
Jill
Superdave & Luegy - It was an
unforgettable season, except for the
swirty. I'm gonna miss ya. Congratulations!
Shellery (Luegy-I win!)
Atpha Chi Omega
Be A Part Of History
In The Making
Rush Sign Ups, Jan. 13-18

Julian - Good luck on juries 4 finals. Go get
'em!
Phil 4 Tom - Cheers to an awesome evening!
Kathy 4 Patty
Chuck Taylor's Alter Ego - Sam Barnes at
the Mystic Den Thursday!
Carolyn - 11m gonna miss you next year. Good
luckJMeissa
Congratulations Laura Htnss • You deserve
it! Love, 3 Tall Women.
Heather - Happy 18th! You're the greatest
roomie 4 we love you! Love, Lisa 4 Michele.
Thorn Banks - Wei miss you! Karen 4 Maria

"Ultrabright" - Congratulations on
graduation! Glad I got to know ya. You're a
real sweetie. Best of luck in Colorado. Shell
Julie 4 Pattl - You 2 are great, too bad
you're not coming back after Christmas
break. We'l miss you when you're a Paris,
what are we going to do with our extra
candy? If they put 2 buckies in your room,
don't even think about coming back in June.
So long, farewell, well miss you so much.
Don't forget to keep in touch. Bon Voyage!
Love, Kim, Jen, Sarah, Stacey.

Patty - Keys coming soon! Bathtub, falling
mattresses, classes, trivia, skiing 4 the
best college experiences. Get psyched, you
goon! Spunk
Chad 4 Kathy - Congratulations 4 the best
of luck! (Chad - Don Michaels calted-again.)
Love, Steph, Cin 4 Cath (the cleaning
crew).
To My Italian Pig - While watching the
bikinis in Acapulco, remember the little 1
you left behind! I love you!
Goat - Way to catch that holiday spirit!
Merry Xmas! Nezer
Scotty - It seems like just yesterday when
you were moving in. We cant believe you're
leaving us already. Who else would kill the
spiders, vacuum the carpet, open our beers
for us whether we want them or not bum
TV dinners 4 retap the keg for us for
breakfast? But you have to admit you'll
miss Jenny's holey sweatpants 4
Margaret's 4 am homemade breakfast.
Well miss you lots, especially those giggling
drunken states you've been known to get
into. When you're out in the real world, be
sure to send us a picture of yourself
without a beer in your hand, because we
sure don't have any. You've been a "right
good' roommate! Love ya! Margaret 4
Jenny
Massie - You sure do smell good. Mmmm
Theo
Gorgeous Eyes - In the back of Math 107,
we're watching you. Your 3 Girls From
Class.
Tu Sal - Un wocnga a shu toonga!
Scott -1 was a good girl this weekend, but
I'd rather be a bad girl with you.
Stuart - You are the Logan of my life.

To Our Busch Suite Buddies 4 all the guys
on 2nd floor C-section Ikenberry - Merry
Christmas! See ya next year! Susie 4
Stephanie

Happy Birthday Megan Ward - Well be
sure to make it a happy 1. Your favorite
roommates. We love you.

Dina T. - Were I marooned on a desert isle,
give me but you 4 your smile. Ogling In
Oceanography

P* - Merry Xmas future roomie! I'm
psyched! Kim

Rachel Dorsey - Rage on exams! Love, Your
AXQ Secret Sister.

Lisa - Thinking of you. Have a merry
Christmas! Love, Kenny.

Pattl Purcall - Tonight, the startling
revelation! Love, Your Secret Hannah.

Row, Row, Row Your Boat - Come see The
Birchbark Canoes tomorrow night at
CaJhouns.

UPB Exec. • This semester has been fun!
Good luck on finals 4 enjoy yourself over
break. Love ya, Kerstin.

Tonight Only!

The Allstars' "Holiday Jamzi" tour starts
Thursday - The Mystic Den.

To My Little Red Fireman - Olive juice. Lucy

Tiger-Hi 11 hope you 4 all the Tikilanders
have a merry Christmas! Thanks for all the
fun times. Love, H.

Rock The Mystic Den

Paula, Stephanie & Susan - Beware!
Paybacks are hellish. Your Suitemates.

Bad Girts (& Colleen Tool) - The 1st
semester has been great at the brick house.
Despite all of the problems, I still love you
guys! Merry Christmas! Love, Turbo

Alvin - You're the best of the best! Love ya,
CPK.

Chuck Taylor

Lost -1 roommate every weekend. Crystal
Shifflett where are you?

Buy Your Parents a Polnsettla - See any
Phi Mu Sister for details.
Bluestone Staff - Thanks for all the hard
work this year. Y'ali are great! Good luck on
final exams 4 have fun over Christmas
break! Hugs 4 Kisses, Amy 4 Mandy.

Shadas - Thanks so much for your help.
Have a great Christmas break - all 3 days 4
don't over work yourself. Good luck with
your exam. Can me if you need me. Love, Mel.
fc

■

-

■
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Garber 4 The Shuffle - Party with the
best.
Big Al - Thank you very much for alt the
time you spent after hours with typing 4
"stuff." Finance
Carol Wlesheier - You're awesome,
daughter! Have fun this weekend! Jacki
Karen D - Do the Shmoo dance? Beyond
b— totally! Your Roomie.

%
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INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY
FOR YOUR PARENTS
Where will you be living next year? With interest rates at the lowest
level in years. NOW Is the time to bring this project to your parents"
attention. FIRST TIME OFFERED FOR SALE.

THEUFDEN

MADISON GARDENS APARTMENTS

a Ia

LATEST SOUNDS

South Main Street

I
c
2
o

These four buildings are extremely well built and have been designed
with the student's needs in mind. Only 3 homes In each building and
only 1 home per landing. Completely furnished: washers, dryers,
curtains, couches, beds, desks. EVERYTHINGI Each bedroom has Its
own exterior sun deck. FULLY leased for the present years. The
property can be bought in whole or part.

4 Buildings
2 Buildings
i Building

12 homes
6 homes
3 homes

Avg
Monthly
Rent

Price

$750.00
$750.00
$750.00

SIXBOOOO
$515000
$260000

FOR BROCHURES
CALL ANDREW BONINTI
CALEB STOWE ASSOCIATES. LTD.
804-295-6161
1100 Dryden Lane
Chartottesvllle. VA 22901
■*&■

,0-00 am

A GOOD VALUE
MADE BETTER:

v

Ac LEADING EDGE MODEL "D"
SATURDAY, DEC. 13th

3rd Year Anniversary

0 IBM Compatible
o Dual Double-Sided Double-Density

Disk Drives
■ 151 ;K expandable to 768K on
Motherboard

SALE

o Four Open Expansion Slots
o High-resoluiion Monochrome Monitor
o Parallel and Serial Ports
o Fifteen Month Warranty

Buy any pair of Vuarnet
Sunglasses at our low
price and get a Free
Vuamet Cord Cap Regular Value 12.50

Register to win one
of three prizes to be
given away that day

All day or book packs
with lifetime warranty
25% OFF

o Lifetime Toll-free Technical Support.

Retail $1295
JMU price $1145
or $33.04 per month*

every Thursday.

W A D na

'

> ^' representative is available

'"%APK^ZT^"*need$°f J"mes
Synchilla Snap T Pullovers
Was 62.00 NOW 52.00

M dison

»

University.

DYNABY
Computer Products

NORTH FACE
& SIERRA DESIGNS

Winter coats- Goose Down or
Thinsulate 15% OFF

AND MUCH MORE!

188 S. Mason St
434-7234

Headquarters:
Charlottesville, Va.
W-296-7560

A.

HADING K)«
AumoecfDBtiAiioiAils

1820 South Main St.

Harrisonburg, Va.
(in Anderson Bros.)

^""
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Good Luck ZN Graduates! Kent, Jim, Dave,
Bill, Paul, Art.

See & Hear Keith's New Guitar Thursday
with the Allstars!
'

Alpha Gamma Delta - The semi formal was a
blast!

Steve Zonettl - I've been interested longer.
Box 5083. Ha! Ha!

JMU Students, Faculty & Administration Happy holidays & have a safe break. ZTA

Lorl - Happy 20th birthday. You're a really
neat person & an extra peachie roommate.
Loveya,Kari.

Buy Your Parents A Poinsettia - See any
Phi Mu Sister for details.
Party Friday, Study SflflWP'Garber
sponsors The Shuffle.

IK & Assorted riKO's - Thanks for being
the bright spots in my dreaded extra
semester. You made being here worth it &
I'll miss you all! Love, Cory.

Coach - You will be visited by 3 (different)
spirits before the dawn breaks. Beware.
Nezer

Dec. 11-13 @8, Dec. 14 @ 2

Melissa (Megan) - Looking forward to your
lOnth birthday. My boots are clean & my
spurs are ready. Your Army Pal.

Get In The Christmas Spirit - Come see
'It's A"V/onderful Life", Thursday in G/S
at 7 & 9:30.

Steel - I'm stiff very attracted to you! Love,
Magnet. PS. Are you surprised?

Tommy - Hope you have a great Christmas.
I'll be thinking about you. Looking forward
to next semester. Jean

Dance Your Pants Off with the party band
of JMU.

Pete - Thank you. Vicki P.S. Have a great
Christmas!

Interested In Being on the UPB Film
Committee? Come fill out an application in
the UPB office now.

Hey Hey Kyra - Honey, I'm home! I promise
not to fall out of lofts if you promise not to
get nosebleeds! Get off over Christmas.
Luv ya, Lora.

Chuck Taylor & The Allstars - Tonight at
the Mystic Den!

Craig Meister (a.k.a. Blalnl) - Happy
birthday kiddo! Love Ya! Dee

Save Your Books!

Blow Off The Books - Come see Kiss "N Tell
Friday night at the Mystic Den.

Heather - Have a fantastic time tonight!
Good luck next week on exams & have a
great break! Love, AXfl Secret Sis.

Get Your Price For Your Books!
Sel At SGA Spring Booksale
Next Semester - Spring 1987
Suzanne - What would I do without you?
Thanks so much for putting up with me this
semester. Thanks for all the pep talks & for
being my best friend. Have a great break.
Love, Keifye.

Unitards - Home sewn unitaros have long
sleeves & are hand dyed. 1 size fits all.
Si5/pair. Call Mike Glock c/o Dance Dept,
x6511, or 433-5261 evenings.

Sister Mary Uz A Baby Chicks - Way to Dy
at TSU! Get psyched for Wilmington! We
needah biggah trophycase! Deb

Tony - Thanks for lending me your shoulder
to cry ort .& (or listening to all my problems.
Have a great break with Rhonda. Love,
Keifye.

Pam - 111 miss you Big Sis! Glad you picked
Virginia. God bless you always. Love, Laura.

Chef/Walter/Dishwasher Dave - We can't
wait! Cory & Angie

f Mel ft Biz • 2 very special people we will
miss dearly. Love always, Laura & Carol.

Fred A102 - Thank you. AH the men, all the
mistakes. Passers-by. Moving furniture.
How many weekends have you been here7 By
yourself? No mom, I'm not on drugs. Will
anyone ever come to our door? Living with
me is, at best, difficult. You've been great
friends A I cannot wait until after the 1st
Happy holidays. Penny

John - Congrats on your "pseudo
graduation!' You've worked hard for it.
Let's keep in touch this time. Love Always,
Laura.
Merry Christinas to all my fantastic Phi Mu
Sisters! Leslie
ATA • Get psyched! Let's wish Kelly,
Karen, Jill, Shelley, Deirdre & Barbara a
happy birthday this month!
Chris Babb • Happy birthday! You're an
awesome Big Brother! Love, The Sisters &
Pledges of ATA.
"How To Make Lovt To A WomanThursday. Mystic Den.
Congratulations to our recently initiated
Big Brothers • Alex Golden, Eddie
Hartness & Rick Berry. We love you, Your
4>M Sisters.
Garber Han Proudly Presents
The Shuffle
Friday Night 9-12
PCBaBroom
Kathv-Ams - This semester has been great,
vou all are terrific. Howard was right
Cgs can only get better-& they have!
Beware, Texas here we come! Love, KB.
,.. .<

.,»r i • ».<

Dave - I'm so thankful for you! The future is
worth waiting for. But in the meantime,
remember you're loved a lot! Remember
Snowman, I love you muchly! Karen Almost
Huddle.
Laura Greer - Have a blast at the semi &
good luck on your upcoming exams! AXft
Love, Your Secret Sister.
Personal license plates rule! Why not tell
The Breeze about yours? Call Diane x6127.
In the evenings call 433-3302.
Kim - Don't worry. I won't ted anyone what
you did Saturday night.
Rebecca - Wine, Italian men, a semester
away from here, museums, more wine, more
Italian men. Well miss you. The other three
Cheers IV - It was a blast! You guys are the
best friends. Mistletoe, 10 gallons, jello,
'just sign the board,' sleeping bags,
"where's my bottle?* and Merry Christmas.
($50 for McDonald's drive thru)
Kim Rohland - Have a super Christmas
break! See you in the new year. Your BSU
secret pal.

„„,....ri.i»iniiniHimmim(iii
,. r »» ' i ' M

"Standing On My Knees"

Terrl & Donna - Good luck on finals & merry
Xmas. From The One Who Keeps
Volunteering.
JMU Students - Dance your pants off with
the Shuffle Friday.
Chris Star - Happy holidays! Hope you get
everything you wish for! A Friend of a Very
Good Friend.

Defendant - Here's to a great semester flagpole, Jimmy 0., stinky veggies in the
frig., Pierce's BBQ v. Big Jim's?, lots of
Fosters & venison (Jason!) & of course all
the good times at TKE with your bros,
Cash, George, Elijah, B. Homsby (Slippery
People!) I love you, damn it! Counselor

December Gradsl For your 1987 Bluestone
send $10 & your mailing address to Box
M27, Campus Mail. The yearbook will be
maiedinMay. ,

Experimental Theatre/Wampler

Aaron, Rick & Bobby - Great party! Loved
the beer shampoo! Control? What control?
Out of control! Nikki & Debra

Bah I Thanks you guys for making this
semester special 4 definitely interesting &
thanks for giving me a 2nd home. Good luck
on exams. Ill miss you guys. Have a great
break t. try to find a spine! Love always,
Tracy.

Bimmer AKA Cards • Keep in touch. Good
luck on exams! Re M

Last Show This Year

f

Megan - Here's to Fred walking his dog,
beechies, TCBY, popcorn, UBU, calories &
an awesome semester. Thanx for
everything! Lisa
To My ZTA "Nerds" - Congratulations on
your 2nd place finish in the College Bowl.
Who believes?! ZL, Coach Courtney
Herbie Says - Get psyched to dress up &
party at 501 Blues! It's time for some
Christmas spirit!
LRF - Smiles, teethies, wisdom, JT,
wrinkles, tickle wars. What wonderful times
we've had! It's been lovely! Stay happy
pleeezeiMe
Sherrte Kaylor - Why didn't you tell me it is
your birthday today? Happy birthday! How
does it feel to finally be 18? Sorry about
you S James D. Love, Shavecream.
"Mom" - Great time, let's do it again! More
bird chasing, wrong answers & cornflakes.
Don't forget Whale's lasagna, chocolate
chip cookies, TV, looking fine, Bake's
medicine, the music next door, pool,
computer games, Maargrit & of course
service America Love, Booie.
Kelly - Happy 20th birthday to the best
roomie! Good luck on fnate! Love, Usa.
Word - Get off in Puerto Rico? Oh, you
know we wi! Juice
Rhonda Main - Have the best Christmas
ever. Your Secret Santa.
Pam Klnderman - Have a merry Christmas.
Love, Your Secret Santa.

Shelle - Congratulations for entering into
the mysterious world of 20! Hope it wasn't
a bumpy ride! Happy belated birthday!
Love, Your Roomies.
Pam, Alice, Mary, Kristen, Carolyn, Lisa R.
Kim, Allison, Kelly, Melissa, Julie, Tammy &
Kira - Unfortunately as Christmas
approaches. I find my checkbook steadily
depleting. Due to this unhappy state of
affairs, I won't be able to buy all of you the
red Porsche that you were hoping for (ha!).
Instead, I'm sending you this personal.
Because living with aft of you special people
on 2nd floor has been the best of my college
experience 8 I want every single 1 of you to
know how much I love you. Merry Christmas!
Hugs, smiles & a" my love, Lisa.
To The One pho Knows - Tracy Valentin,
show your face.
IN Brothers & Uttle Sisters - Good luck
on exams & have an awesome hoiday!
Pringhead - Good luck next semester in
Paris! Well miss you. Love AMS & KB. P.S.
Stay away from champagne!
HI Wayland 3rd Floor! Merry Christmas
everyone! Greg 'Joe'
Patty & Karen - 111 never forget the crazy
times we've had together...togas, Lambda
Chi, late night beer parties, talking Chinese,
getting arrested. You guys are the
greatest! Have an awesome holiday break &
Patty, we still have to get that sign! Kathy
AXii • Zowie! Get psyched to get off at
our semi-formal tonight! Love, Heather,
Your Faithful Social Chairman.
Ikenberry 1st Floor C Section (Minus 1) Thanks for some "fun" parties this
semester! Have a great holiday. Love,
Wiggle.
Tammi - What can I say? You have been a
definite high in our lives for the past few
months. We're realty gonna miss you, even
though Brad is a friendly, good-looking
soccer player. Ho*' could he compare? Don't
forget our birthday surprise and all the
good times. We wish you a husband and ail
the luck in your flight into the real world (ha
ha!). Keep in touch, your housemates.
- a -.

A
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BY DAY. he wears sweatshirts and jeans, but when
classes are over, he dons a red suit and a white beard.
Junior Steve Mares, a management major, says he
fulfilled one of his dreams when he was hired to play Santa
Claus at the Valley Mall last year.
"When I saw the ad, I ihought*That would be great,'" the
6-foot-1 inch, 215-pound junior — an obvious candidate —
says.
Mares is at it again this year. 'I was really happy when they
asked me back.*
The Christmas spirit runs in the family. As a child. Mares
remembers watching his father play Santa Claus for a church
group.
"Seeing him bringing happiness to the kids got me
psyched."
Mares works around his classes, along with two other men,
to keep Santa Claus present full-ume at the mall.
Although he was nervous at first about how well he could
"Ho, ho, ho," he says he is now very much at ease with "his"
kids.
"There are three types of kids," he explains. "They're all
great, too!"

al

3.
4*»

•*:

Garland Wine, Jr., 17 months, is not as happy about his visit with Sant
Claus, played by Steve Mares, as his sister, Dixie Wine, 8. Garlanc
The first type, classified as "The Ramblers" are very
enthusiastic about theu pilgrimage to see Santa. Mares says
thej believe "Santa Claus is the'best person in the world.
They love to hug."
"The Starers" are the second type. 'They know who you
are. but they just look at you with these big eyes," Mares
SB) I a> he raises his eyebrows to widen his own eyes "I try
everything, and they wont say a word."
Mares hsftiTi nicknamed the »ird type, but he describes
them as the ones who w,ll standVive feel twty and wave
but once they get close, tliev scream "
h ldS a SpCCUil place ,n h,s h

° he was one himself.
of7t^
child because

<fu

"« &* this. type

Marcs recalls a picture o
on Santa's lap. "Pete's srni
I laugh when I think back
Personal experience he"
youngsters and helps him
1+, ARES SAY
m Tf encounters a

-"YYtL "but it

j3*r* their kids to'
Wit so he doesn't move h
However, Mares says.»
of playing Santa Claus J
-The costume's kind of

I'l
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beliefce in ^anta Clau#'

.«*

Playing Santa Claus keeps Mares in the Christmas spirit.
He has countless stories about people— both young and .old
— that he has encountered, including one about a boy who
asked him for a tractor needed by his father.
Mares says he gets a litle nervous when such large requests
are made, but he uses his imagination to get out of such
sticky situations.
"I usually say, "Wow, that's a big thing. I'm not sure if my
elves can get that done in time,' or, 'I don't think my reindeer
will be able to pull that.'"
^■■^HERE ALSO have been many funny situations, one
it
of which Mares says he won't ever forget. He. grins
^^L/ from ear to ear as he recalls the time an attractive
young woman wanted her picture taken for her fiance, who
was overseas with the Navy.
"She was wearing a trench coat," he begins. "When she
dropped it, she had on this mini mini skirt, a green top, a
red bow and high heels. She sat on my lap, put her arms
around me and said, 'Make this fast!""
Mares tells the story as if it happened yesterday, but the
incident happened last year. "She was great!" he says.
Another time he was cuddling an infant when "it started
getting really hot on my hand." Mares thought the baby's eyes
were widening from excitment. "Boy, was he excited!" he

»#♦

See SANTA page 20 >
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Staff photo by MING LtONG
and Dixie are from
Saturday morning.
l;

Raleigh Springs, Va., and

brother, Peter, and himsell
away, and I'm just bawling!

"m understand these troubled
with their fiaars.
the majority of parents he
very helpful and supportive,
•iliors me when parents force
,lc
up. They hold the kid real
f
c the picture's taken."
is one of the very few aspects
Miners him.
Pain sometimes, but it makes

were at the

Valley Mall

me feel great — I become him' when I put it on
"We have new belly stuffcrs - not that I need a whole
lot'" he laughs, patting his stomach.
When Mares gets off duty, he says he's usually worn out,
but never too tired to share his experiences.
"I always have to find somebody and go off for about a
half-hour about what every kid said."
He says many of his friends enjoy his job almost as
much as he does. "Lots of my friends laughed at first, but a
lot more come out to visit. They cat it up more than
anyone else."

m
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Santa
> (continued from page 19)

laughs. His costume was not soiled, but "it started
stinking with two pictures still left."
Fringe benefits of being Santa Claus are sincere
promises of milk and cookies on Christmas Eve
and the drawings youngsters give Mares of "himself
before they spiel off their well-memorized wish lists.
"They all ask for He-Man or She-Ra stuff. They also
like Rambo," he says.
^
LITTLE GmL asked for a
4(/^^k ^
Lambor£ I K-Jghini," he adds. "It was for her sister
^^JLf since their parents never let her go out."
Mares says this is probably the most unusual gift he
I been:i asked to deliver to a child
! job never gets boring.
"If there's not a line, I'll just walk around. It gives
the shy kids more courage since I'm not up on the
chair. Th|yjU«un up, touch my leg and then run away
real exciteoSjojelUheir mom that they touched Santa
Claus."
There's no question that this is the most unusual job
Mares, who works as a park ranger in the summer, has
ever had.
"It's a real ego trip," he admits. "The looks the kids
give me are so great. I love it. They [Valley Mall]
wouldn't have to pay me, and I'd still do it"
Mares says JMU students who have their pictures
taken with him are fun to work with and help
youngsters gain their courage. He likes to call to
people he knows in the mall, especially if they don't
realize it's him in the Santa Claus outfit.
"I remember one girl just couldn't believe Santa
Claus knew her name. She got this look in her eyes
like she believed."
Mares says a poem he recently read for an English

course sums up his feelings about the spirit of Santa
Claus and Christmas.
"The Oxen" features an old man recalling a legend
that all animals bow in respect for the newborn Christ
child on Christmas Eve. The old man knows it is only
a story, but inside he holds the hope that he really will
see the oxen bow on Christmas Eve.

4»
"Deep down, I think we all believe in Santa Claus,"
Mares says.
"I see Santa Claus as a role model — friendly, nice,
comforting, always giving without expecting anything
in return.
•
The spirit of him is real, even though he is not...
This guy's great!"

!SlandiDg_Qa_My_Knfifis.'

Production opens tonight
By Terrl Hickman
staff writer
A schizophrenic writer is dependent
on a medication that limits her
creativity.
"Standing On My Knees," a play
by John Olive and directed by senior
Gina Giambatlisia, opens in the JMU
Experimental Theater in Wampler
Building tonight at 8 p.m.
"Standing On My Knees" is about
a poet, Katherine, played by senior
Katie Mahaffey.
Three other characters tug at the
struggle within her. The first,
Katherine's therapist, played by
freshman Susan Bolt, offers her the
drug as a source of consistant
normalcy. The second character,
Robert, played by freshman Joe
Hiney, is a yuppie who becomes
infatuated with the romanticism of
Katherine the poet. The third, Alice,
played by sophomore Joyce Peifer, is
Katherine's publisher, who wants
Katherine to do what she does best—
write.

The cast of "Standing On My
Knees" has been working for five
weeks to ready the show.
Tm very excited about it,"
Giambattista says. "What's been
really great about this project,
opposed to any of the others that I've
worked on, is that everyone involved
has put something into it — from
characters to faculty advisers ...
"The production of this play has
become an affair of the heart because
of the energy itself from the people in
the show."
The enthusiasm of the director is
shared throughout the cast.
"Gina has been great to work for
because she has given us the freedom
to voice our opinions and give our
interpretations," Peifer says. "She
knows how to be an effective director
without making us feel like we can't
give any impuL"
The title of the play is significant
to the story line because Katherine
is, in a sense, standing on her knees.
She has just gotten out of an

institution after suffering a mental
breakdown, and is trying to get back
on her fecL
In order for her to be "normal,"
she must take the drug, and if she
takes the drug, she sacrifices her
creativity. Either way, she cannot
live to her full potential.
The set and lighting were designed
by senior John Burgess. Ramps,
platforms and bleachers are used in
the set to create a bowl shape.
Giambattista says the set is designed
to deal with spatial relations.
"The audience will complete the
set. The area becomes an acting area
when people fill the chairs we set up
in there.
So, in a sense, the
audience will work as hard as the
actors to complete the play, because,
without the audience, the set is
incomplete."
"Standing On My Knees" runs
tonight through Saturday at 8 pjn.,
and Sunday at 2 p.m. Tickets can be
purchased at the door for $2.50.

Sa you think
you're funny,
huh?
The Breeze is seeking
qualified cartoonists to
fill one of our comic strip
spots next semester. Send
samples to Kyra Scarton,
editor c/o The Breeze,
Campus Mail. . .
Any questions, call her at
X6127.
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All you Zombies.

Students make horror film
lark Longenbach
By M£
staff writer

You've been at the Mystic Den all
night, and all you want to do is get
home.
You walk down by the old railroad
yard and see a figure lurking about. It
doesn't appear to be human.
Don't be alarmed. It's only a zombie.
If you would be shocked, don't feel
bad, you wouldn't be the first person to
call the Harrisonburg police this year to
report a zombie.
The police would explain that it's
senior Mike Stennick and junior Randy
Horte filming a horror movie.
So who are these guys, and why are
they making a movie?
Horte and Stennick are both
communication majors — Stennick
doubling with psychology, and the
zombies are part of "Deathsong," their
communication directed project.
After
meeting
in
a
telecommunications class and realizing
they both had an interest in films,
Stennick and Horte decided to make
their own.
Both being horror buffs, they decided
to make a horror film called
"Deathsong."
"At the time, I was working on a
really stupid plot for a zombie movie,"
Stennick says. "Randy jumped on the
bandwagon and started to help me out.
Then it began t6 take up all of our
time, so we figmkd maybe we could get
some credits out of It"
Their next step was to approach Dr.
Charles Turner, a member of the
telecomm faculty. Turner suggested
they apply the film as a directed project
"Only a small amount of students are
interested in film," Turner says. "Most
are involved with video. Stennick and

composition and editing."
Stennick's film career began in high
school when his love of "Sinbad" films
and admiration of special
effects/animator Ray Harryhausen led
him to make his first film, "Sinbad on
Demon Island."
"Ray Harryhausen was always my
idol," Stennick says. "He was always
known for his stop motion
photography and work with animation
on many science fiction/fantasy films.
It was Harryhausen's films that made
me want to be a filmmaker."
Stennick went on to make a few more
films in high school, all shot in
super-8 with a camera his father had
taken with him in the Vietnam War.
All of these fims were short, three- to
eight-minute films, so "Deathsong"
will be Stennick's short feature film.
Horte's career began a bit earlier, but
for the same reasons.
"Like Mike, I was a big fan of
science fiction and horror films," Horte
says. "Stanley Kubrick's films made me
decide that I wanted to make films.
"I saved up for a camera and began
making short features with clay figures
for junior high school projects. I then
decided I wanted to do a bigger film, so
I made a film called The World of
Trantor.""
This film was 23 minutes long and
cost Horte $800 to make. It took him
a year and a half to film.
With "Deathsong," Stennick and
Horte decided to approach filming
differently.
"Deathsong' can be categorized as an
experimental film within the horror
genre," Stennick says.
"It doesn't have an original plot.
We're concentrating on the
cinematography, editing, music and
special effects. This gives us a chance

"/ was working on a really stupid plot for
a zombie movie. Randy jumped on the
bandwagon and started to help me out.
Then it began to take up all our time,
so we figured maybe we could get
some credits out of it."
Mike SteniliCk ""—
Horte are dedicated to film. Since they
are a small minority, the telecomm
department likes to work with them."
Turner says he is impressed with the
two students' work. "What I have seen
of the film shows a good deal of
sophistication in regards to shots.

to experiment with different filming
techniques."
Horte adds, "We're trying to break
cinematic rules by using unorthodox
filming methods, such as using jump
cuts, reverse angles and 360-degrce
pans.

Photo courtesy of RANDY HORTE

Sophomore Phil Krauth plays a zombie in "Deathsong." His
mask and makeup were created by Randy Horte.
"After Mike and I find which of these
techniques work the best, we each plan
to incorporate them in films we make
later in life."
Some of the techniques used to get a
certain shot for the film required a lot of
time and effort. Some shots took hours
to shoot, even though they would make
up only a few seconds of the final
product.
To shoot one scene, Horte was
strapped to the top of a car moving at
30 miles an hour to get the effect they
desired.
A typical shooting weekend would
begin on Thursday night, when
Stennick and Horte would make script
changes and schedule actors.
Frida

y afternoon they would Legin

shopping for props, building special
effects devices and getting permission
from police and neighbors in order to
shoot
By late afternoon they would be ready
to begin making up the characters.
This is Horte's department. The
makeup for the zombies is extensive
and requires a great deal of time.

"Makeup is something that is greatly
needed in a horror film in order to
acheive realistic effects," Horte says.
"The makeup and chemicals needed to
make the masks and effects are sent to
me from a theater company in New
York."
Applying the makeup and making the
masks are painstaking processes.
Phil Krauth, a sophomore, stars as
Nick, the main zombie. The first time
his mask was used, it took 12 hours to
apply the makeup.
"I was pretty impatient while getting
made up for the first time," Krauth
says. "I couldn't move much, and I
couldn't eat, so basically it wasn't much
fun. It felt like I was wearing a huge
suction cup on my head."
Krauth says, "My role doesn't require
much acting, but the simplest of scenes
required the utmost preparation, and I'm
proud of my work. The mask and
makeup say it all."
Late in the evening, Stennick, Horte
and the actors are ready to shoot The
See ZOMBIES page 23 >•
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SEASON'S SAVINGS

The JMU Honor Council
would like to wish all students
good luck on their exams!

We wish you the best
this holiday season, which
is why we wish you'd come
in and take a look at the
Leading Edge* Model "D"'"
Personal Computer.
Because even though
it's fully IBM*-compatible
and comes with a highresolution monochrome
monitor, dual disk drives,
a soft-click keyboard,
Hercules® monochrome
graphics emulation, color
graphics output, pa/allel
and serial ports, 512K RAM,
Leading Edge® Word Processing software and a fifteen
month warranty, it's priced
at only $1295.
In other words, there is
nothing left to add-on
except savings. And that's a
merry thought this time of
year.

CONGRATULATIONS
to all graduating seniors

Have a Great Vacation
and a Merry Christmas

\

The Model "D" comes complete
and ready lo place under your
Christmas tree

With JMU ID.

SUPPORT
NO-SUPPORT

$1,230.00

$1,145.00

Valley
Microcomputers, Inc.
2515 A E Market a. Harrisonburg. VA 22801
(703) 434-7566

The Leading Edge Model "D"
Uxnpuief Tochnokvt

•

Earn Holiday Money Now
Positions available in the Richmond
area for students
Call Richmond Temps
immediately for information
and an interview

cl

Specials on Books, Music, Records, Tapes,
CD's, and Videos
Give-A-Ways and Door Prizes
Enter at Country Cookin' Entrance-Valley Mall

©®(M®ir|js®Q(nti

LB®®Lk©tl®Gr©

$$$$$$$$$$$

mA feor
MONDAY 12/15 - Friday 12/19

9.5

pm

We are PAYING TOP $ for used Texts.
GET THAT EXTRA CASH FOR
CHRISTMAS
4914 Radford Ave.
Suite 206
Richmond, Virginia 23230
Phone (804) 358-1901

Valley Text book Exchange
20 N. Main St., Harrisonburg
(back of Valley Books)
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

W
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Zombies
> (continued from page 21)

actual shooting of the film runs until
sunrise.
When asked what those late hours
with two tired filmmakers were like,
leading lady, senior Mary Post said,
"Randy and Mike balance each other
out. Randy is a perfectionist and will
keep shooting scenes, whereas Mike
will want to get things done and get
everyone home."
The cast and crew then goes home to
get some sleep and prepare for
Saturday's shoot.
Horte's plans for after the completion
of "Deathsong" include finishing a film
he has been working for four years
called "ProjectOddysey" andbeginning
his first drama.
"I'm going to apply for governmental
grants to make the film," Horte says.
I'd like to obtain $10,000 and shoot the
film in 16mm."
Stennick plans to work on another
clay animation about space aliens. "It
will be a moralistic comedy about
bigotry." he says.
"Deathsong" will premier next
semester at The Mystic Den, with live
soundtrack accompaniment by
Stennick's band, Narcoleptic Lenny.

AFTER

Staff photo by MARK LONGENBACH

Co-producers Horte (left) and Mike Stennick (right) discuss scenes to be shot with leading lady
Mary Post.

HOURS
THURSDAY

MUSIC
Sponsor Night — JM's Pub & Deli, $1 cover
charge.
*—
Disc Jockey — Players, Ladies' Night, no cover
charge for ladies, $1 for men.
The Stains — Calhoun's, cover charge not
available.
Chuck Taylor and the Allstars — Mystic
Den, cover charge not available.
Bootleg Fletcher — Gandy Dancer, $3 cover
charge.
Brass Quintet — Wilson Hall, 8 p.m.
MOVIES
Soul Man (PG) — Roth Theatres, 7 p.m. and
9 p.m.
Song of the South (G) — Roth Theatres, 7 p.m.
and 9 p.m.
The Color of Money (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:15
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Crocodile Dundee (PG 13) - Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 1:35 p.m.. 3:35 p.m., 5:35 p.m., 7:35
p.m., and 9:25 p.m.
Jumping Jack Flash (R) -Valley Mall Roth
Theatres. 9:30 p.m.
Top Gun (PG) - Valley Mall Roth Theatres
1:30 p.m..3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m. , 7:30 p.m. and
9*40 D rn
An American Tall (G) - Valley Mall Roth
Theatres. 1:30 p.m.. 3:30 p.m.. 5:30 p.m. and
If. r3Wonmdsrful Life (G)- Grafton-Stovall
Theatre. 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
COMEDY
^u tnn lnB S4
Comedy Zone - Scruples. Sheraton Inn, $4

cover charge.

FRIDAY
MUSIC.
DJ — JM's, $1 cover charge.

DJ — Players, $1 cover charge.
DJ — Belle Meade, no cover charge.
White Bread — Little Grill, cover charge not
available.
Birchbark Canoes — Calhoun's, cover charge
not available.
Kiss-N-Tell — Mystic Den, cover charge not
available.
Silver Creek — Gandy Dancer, $3 cover charge.
No Laws — Scotland Yard — cover charge not
available.
The Shuffle — PC Ballroom, 9 p.m. to i2 p.m.,

SATURDAY
MUSIC
DJ — JM's, $1 cover charge.
DJ — Players, $1 cover charge.
The Ryall Brothers — Calhoun's. cover charge
not available.
Shy — Scruples, $3 cover charge.
Crooked Run — Little Grill, cover charge not
available.
Loose Ends — Belle Meade, $3 cover charge.
Sllvsr Creek — Gandy Dancer, $3 cover charge.
No Laws — Scotland Yard, cover charge not

available.
MOVIES

MOVIES
Soul Man (PG 13) — Roth Theatres, 9 p.m.
Song of the South (G) — Roth Theatres, 7 p.m.
Golden Child (PG) — Roth Theatres, 7:15 p.m.
*• and 9:10 p.m.
Fire Walker (PG) — Roth Theatres, 7:30 p.m. and

9:25 p.m.
Crocodile Dundee (PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres. 1:35 p.m., 3:35 p.m., 5:35 p.m..
7:35 p.m. and 9:25 p.m.
An "American Tall (G) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m.
r
and 7:30 p.m.
Children of a Lesser God (R) — Valley Mall
Roth Theatres, 9:30 p.m.
Star Trek IV (PG) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres.
1:30 p.m., 3:45 p.m., 7:40 p.m., and 9:45
p.m.
Three Amlgos (PG) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 7:35 p.m. and 9:40
p.m.
Top Gun (PG) — Grafton-Stovall Theater, 7 p.m.

and 930p.m."'

Soul Man (PG 13) — Roth Theatres, 9 p.m.
Song of the South (G) — Roth Theatres, 2 p.m.
and 7 p.m.
Golden Child (PG) — Roth Theatres, 2 p.m., 7:15
p.m. and 9:10 p.m.
Firs Walker (PG) — Roth Theatres, 2 p.m., 7:30
p.m. and 9:25 p.m.
Crocodile Dundee (PG-13)— Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 1:35 p.m., 3:35 p.m.. 5:35 p.m., 7:35
p.m. and 9:25 p.m.
An American Tall (G) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m. and
7:30 p.m.
Children of a Lesser God (R) — Valley Mall
Roth Theatres, 9:30 p.m.
Star Trek IV (PG) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 3:45 p.m., 7:40 p.m. and 9:45 p.m.
Three Amlgos (PG) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 7:35 p.m. and 9:40 p.m.
Top Gun (PG) — Grafton-Stovall Theater, 7 p.m.
and 9:30 p.m.

•
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JIFFY 66 & MARKET
PORT RUPUBLIC ROAD

Chinese and Bar-B-Que Carry-Out

Good Luck on Exams - Have a Good Holiday
Busch 6pk cans
Bud Reg/Lt 12/12
Busch & Nat. Lt
Suitcase
Busch Quarts
Mich All NR
Busch 12/12 pk
Coors 6pk cans

CO<I<J^LScL ?00<D
WELII/ERST
$5.00 MITtMUM O^$.50 CHVRQE,
VISA - <MASrFL'KWXP ■
CHECX+$.25 CHKR0E

434-4653

$2.09
$5.49

CoorsReg/Lt12/12
Old Mil Suitcase
Old Mil 6pk
StrohsReg/Lt 15pk
Schaefer 6pks
Goebel 6pks
Schmidts 6pks

$8.49
$ .99
$3.09
$4.09
$2.69

$5.39
$8.49
$2.25
$5.39
$1.59
$1.59
$1.59

CHOICE.
434.3003

Must have valid driver's license for alcohol
KEGS

■.-..■■

.

.'"""."."'':'.".".''

^0*i£°j>
Sure
Tan
1106 RESERVOIR ST.

434-1812

GET READY FOR THE HOLIDAYS

Coors 1/2 35.00 1/4 25.50
Bud 1/2 40.50 1/4 25.50
Old Mil 1/2 31.00 1/4 18.50
Busch 1/2 31.00 1/4 20.50

Schaeffer 1/2 27.00
Bull 1/2 35.00
StrohsLt. 1/2 31.00
Michelob 1/2 44.50 1/4 28.50

Milk 1 gal. $1.99
Fountain Coke 16 $ 1.99 6pk
Cigarettes Reg. $7.79 100s$7.79
Martins B.B.Q. Chips 7pz $1.09
Dr. Pepper. Mt. Dew 2 liter $1.09

PARTIES - VACATIONS
Full Service Professional Tanning Salon

SfI(U<D'E9&S
Come Live 'With your friends
Spring Semester
full Units
O^
Roommate
Locating
Service Available

MANOR
<
<

furnished
fireplace
Ceiling Jans
Laundry %pom
'Bus Service
0<ot "TuB
'Weight 'Room
Tarty %gom
Tool

THE PHILLIPS 66 ACROSS FROM HO-JO'S
433-8559
>

®H©
For Your 1987
Bluestone send
$10.00 and your
mailing address to
Box M27 Campus Mail
This yearbook will
be mailed in May

434-6166

r

c^.\.v^.vv^xv^^vvvvv,
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Dukes prepare for Cavaliers

\

Virginia rivalry
holds special
significance

Matchups show
few differences
from last year

By Sonny Dearth

By Rob Washburn

assistant sports editor

sports editor

"U VA"
On all four sides of the Convocation
Center scoreboard, those three letters
show who next will face the Dukes'
women's basketball team.
But rarely have three letters generated
such excitement as those representing
"The University" that Thomas Jefferson
founded in 1819.
Tonight, in the first game between
two nationally ranked teams in the
history of the Convocation Center,
15th-ranked JMU (3-1) hosts
eighth-ranked Virginia (5-0) at 7:30. To
say the least, some sparks may fly:
"I think all you have to do [to excite
the Dukes] is to put 'Virginia' on the
scoreboard," JMU coach Shclia
Moorrrtan said. "It's a very special
rivalry.
This game isn't just a rematch, it is
THE rematch. One can believe coach
Debbie Ryan's Cavaliers remember a
day that will live in the minds of UVa
players for quite some time, March 15,
1986.
Seeded first in the NCAA East
Regional last season, Virginia appeared
ready for a run at the national
championship. All it had to do was beat
a JMU team it had trounced 71-57 in its
opening game.
~y
But Moorman and her Dukes didn't
like their role as stepping stones. They
pulled a 71-62 upset to reach the
tournament's final 16, where they lost
to Western Kentucky.
Tonight's game represents a chance
for JMU to show the Dukes' upset last
year wasn't really that much of a
shocker.
"We're out to prove we were the
better team last year," JMU forward
Betsy Witman said. Witman led the
Dukes over UVa with 19 points and
seven rebounds last season.
"They've been thinking about this
game a long time, but we have too,"
Witman said. "We have never beaten
them on our home court; just being a
senior is incentive enough."
Fellow senior forward Julie Frankcn
agreed.
.
"It's the last time I'll ever got to pla>
them," she said. "I'1 bc
extra-motivated.

File photo

JMU's Flo Jackson will lead the offense tonight as the 15thranked Dukes take on eighth-ranked Virginia at 7:30.
"I think a lot of people said
something must have been wrong with
UVa. If we beat them here, everybody
will know we outplayed them."
But the Cavaliers have something to
prove themselves, even though Ryan is
trying to approach the JMU game
without fanfare.
"I don't really approach it as a
rivalry," she said. "I don't really think it
adds to the players' perspective."
Ryan also doesn't believe her squad
was ill-prepared when it suffered the
upset last March.
"I think we were definitely prepared
last year, but we had chemistry
problems," she said. "I don't think we
arc more prepared than last year.
"They [UVa] were a good team last
year and they're a good team this year.
They'll bc motivated, but they're
motivated for every game."
Virginia starting forward Nancy
Mayer said, "I don't want to say we

want revenge against JMU, but we do
want to prove we can come back
against a team that beat us last year."
Moorman, however, doesn't believe
the Cavaliers think tonight's matchup
is just another game.
"They can say all they want. They
want to win this game in the worst
way.
"They're coming over here
[Convocation Center] early and taking a
shooting practice at one o'clock.
Usually they play the game, get on the
bus and go home."
Moorman also said Virginia, who
went 13-1 to win the Atlantic Coast
Conference regular season title a year
ago, may be a bit more ambitious than
JMU.
"When I got here [four years ago],
they [UVa] were where we arc now,"
she said. "They were trying to crack [he
top 20 and building their program.
See RIVALRY page 27 >-

Not a whole lot has changed since the
JMU women's basketball team defeated
the University of Virginia 71-62 in the
second round of the NCAA women's
basketball tournament.
Both teams return 10 lcttcrwinners
and all five starters, both teams have
maintained their style of play and the
rivalry between the two schools is just
as heated.
Thus, when the eighth-ranked
Cavaliers and the 15th-ranked Dukes
meet tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the
Convocation Center, it should be
another exciting contest.
"I don't think there is any doubt that
not only people in Harrisonburg are
focusing on this game,. .. but there are
a lot of coaches across the country that
are going to be interested in seeing the
results of this game," JMU women's
basketball coach Shclia Moorman said.
"This game has great flavor. It's the
kind of atmosphere that as a coach, and
certainly as a player, that you really
look for in athletics."
The matchups for the game are
virtually even. At every position there
are two players with similar statistics
and abilities who have gotten to know
each other pretty v dll over the past few
seasons.
At the guard spots for JMU will be
senior co-captain Flo Jackson and
sophomore Donna Budd. Jackson is
averaging 8.5 points, 4.8 rebounds and
3.3 assists per game, and is coming off
a most valuable player perfomance in
the George Washington Invitational
Tournament last weekend. Budd is
averaging 4.0 points and 3.3 assists per
game.
Countering at guard for the Cavaliers
will be juniors Donna Holt and Daphne
Hawkins. Holt is averaging 8.5 points,
6.0 steals and 4.2 assists per game,
while Hawkins is scoring 14.0 points a
contest. Both are very quick and
Moorman is hoping her squad will
avoid turnovers against the UVa press.
"The concern you have with their
guards is their defense," Moorman said.
"They have tremendous quickness.
They're scrappy, they double-team, they
run-and-jump, and you really have to
See MATCHUP page 27>
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Sophomore starts to tap raw potential
By Rob Washburn
sports editor

After four games this season, Kennard
Winchester should have a lot to be
happy about
He's JMU's second-leading scorer
with an average of 16.5 points per
game, his 7.8 rebounds per game are
tops for the Dukes and fifth in the
Colonial Athletic Association, and his
presence on the court this season has
been a major reason for the team's 3-1
start
More than that, at this time last

season Winchester was enrolled at
Oakland (Mich.) Community College,
where he concentrated on books rather
than basketball.
But according to Winchester and JMU
head basketball coach John Thurston,
the sophomore has yet to perform to
his potential.
"He has all the physical skills to be a
truly great player in this league,"
Thurston said. "He's playing right now
completely on physical skills. He's not
yet put it together. . . and he's
averaging 17 points and eight rebounds

a game. That's nice what he's done, but
he hasn't even scratched the surface
yet."
Winchester said, "I'd like to average
25 points and 10 rebounds per game.
That's a goal I really believe I can
accomplish."
The reason for all of this optimism is
due to the sophomore's outstanding
physical skills. At 6-foot-5. 206
pounds, Winchester has the quickness
and jump shot to play on the perimeter,
and the size and leaping ability to play
inside. Thurston already is calling him
the Dukes' best player, and he believes
there is no limit to how far he may go.
"If he wants to be, he can be a great,
great player," Thurston said. "Other
people can't limit him, he can only be
limited by him. His physical skills put
him in a category where only he can
stop him. Most of us are limited by our
physical skills, he's not. He goes into
another realm. He's limited only by his
mental skills and internal desire."
But even for a player of Winchester's
physical ability, the pressure of being
thrown into a leading role is
tremendous. As Thurston quickly
points out, he only has about 10 or 12
college games under his belt, making
him a freshman as far as experience
goes.
"There is tremendous pressure, but he

team, he has no regrets about leaving
for a semester.
"It helped me out tremendously as far
as my study habits were concerned,"
Winchester said. "It also really helped
me as a person in determining what I
wanted and needed to do to get an
education."
Winchester returned to JMU for the
second semester last year and was able
to practice with the team. But come
game time, he could only sit helplessly
as the Dukes fell to a 5-23 record.
"Sitting on the bench while they were
playing bothered me," Winchester said.
"They were losing games in the last
couple of minutes, and I felt that if I
was was playing, we would have won
some of them."
With his grades stabilized, Winchester
now is looking ahead to a bright future.
Thurston believes he's in a class with
the best forwards in the suite "without
even playing a good game yet." When
talking about his expectations for
Winchester over the next three years,
JMU's second-year coach sees him on
the national level.
"I don't think he's playing well,"
Thurston said. "He's not reached my
expectations. The fans look at him as
guy who is averaging 17 points and
eight rebounds a game, and we haven't
had that in a long time. But we as

"If he wants to be, he can be a great,
great player. Other people can't limit
him, he can only be limited by him."
— John Thurston

Staff photo by JIM ENGBERT
JMU sophomore Kennard Winchester leads the Dukes in rebounding and places second in scoring.

doesn't have any choice," Thurston said. coaches know how good he can be.
"It unfair, becuasc I'm expecting him to When you see the finished product,
be our best player and yet he's totally you're going to see one heck of a
inexperienced. It's baptism by fire."
basketball player."
Winchester admits he felt the weight
Thurston also feels Winchester has
/>n 1iis shoulders during the first couple the potential to make it in the National
of games, but he's adjusting to his new Basketball Association as a shooting
role.
guard. If that comes true, it would be a
"In the beginning I felt the pressure," dream the sophomore has coveted for a
he said. "If I missed a couple of shots long time.
in a row, I would get down on myself.
"It's a goal that I'd love to accomplish
But now, things are going well and I when I get out of here," Winchester
feel comfortable. Coach Thurston told said. "Some people think I'm kidding,
me to just settle down and play my but I'm really serious about it. I just
game, and that really helped me."
have to get the idea in my mind that I
However, Winchester gladly would can be as good as I want to be."
take the pressure over silting on the
And when will Winchester have
sidelines. Though his grades met JMU reached the goals Thurston has set out
and NCAA standards, Thurston fell he for him?
could be performing better academically
"Where we finally have made it is
and sent him to community college for when his goals arc Ihc same as my
a semester last year. Though his time goals," Thurston said, "and his desire to
on the basketball court was limited to be great is equal to my desire for him to
playing for the community college begreai."
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Matchup>■ (Continued from page 25)

even focus in on is making sure we
know where Nancy Mayer is at all
times," Moorman said. "She docs a
good bit of scoring and all of the
out-of-bounds plays they run arc
designed to get her the shot."
The two centers will be JMU junior
Alisa Harris and U.Va junior Laurie
Carter. Harris is averaging 11.5 points
and 5.0 rebounds per game while Carter
is getting 10.2 points and 4.8 points a
contest.
Both clubs also have plenty of
scoring depth off the bench. For JMU,
forward Sydney Beasley, guard Missy
Dudley and center Sandy Broughton
will see plenty of time. Beasley is

take care of the ball when they're
around."
At the forward spots for the Dukes
will be seniors Betsy Witman and Julie
Franken. Witman is second on the team
in scoring with 12.0 points per game
and Franken is leading JMU in
rebounding with 7.3 per game.
Virginia's forwards will be seniors
Nancy Mayer and Trina Thomas. Mayer
is the Cavaliers' leading scorer with
15.4 points per game and also adds 6.8
rebounds a contest. Thomas is
averaging 4.2 points per game.
"Probably the only thing that we'll

averaging 14.3 points and 5.3 rebounds
per game, Dudley is contributing 7.3
points and 3.8 rebounds a contest and
Broughton is picking up 5.8 points and
3.5 rebounds a game.
UVa will counter with forward Dawn
Bryant and guard Tonya Cardoza. Bryant
is averaging 9.6 points and 7.2
rebounds a game and Cardoza is adding
10.2 points a contest.
"I think across the board we're pretty
even," Moorman said. "We felt like
(hey had the edge on the perimeter and
we had the edge in the middle when we
played last March. I think the perimeter
people equalized each other and the
difference in the game were the inside

TAKE A BUSINESS TRI
AT MACH 2.
This is the kind of work
that can really take you
places. At the speed of
sound. As a pilot in the
Navy, there's no end to the
adventure that's waiting for
you. You'll fly the world's
most sophisticated aircraft.
As a flight officer, you'll
control the complicated
weapons and navigation
systems on board. Both
exciting jobs require
advanced training. And
both reward you with
the kind of leadership
authoritv it takes to make
your career really take off. Lead the adventure. I he rewards are great.
After onlv four vears, vou'll be earning at least $35,000, and receiving an
outstanding benefits package with 30 days' paid vacation each year, medical and
dental care, low-cost life insurance, and tax-lree allowances.
,-....
To qualify, all you need is a BA or BS degree, be no more than 25, be able
to pass aptitude and physical examinations and be a US. citizen.
If vou're interested in charting a brilliant course for your future arid your
aspirations are lofty, find out more about becoming a member of the Naval Aviation
team. Call: (number).
Send resume to Navy NuclearPrograms, 2715 Enterprke Parkway,
Richmond, VA 23229 ATTN: LTC or call 1-800-533-1657

NAVY^ OFFICER.
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LEAD THE ADVENTURE.

people."
With the Dukes' edge on the inside, it
would seem the Cavaliers would want
to pack things in the middle
defensively. But Moorman expects UVa
to stick with its aggressive, pressure
defense.
"All of their defenses arc active,"
Moorman said. "They don't ever allow
you to bring the ball up to half court
uncontested. That's their style. They
live and die by forcing turnovers off
their defense to give them more
possessions."
Even with the pressure of the contest,
Moorman is taking a very calm
approach.
"We don't have a thing to lose,"
Moorman said. "We're not the team
that's ranked eighth."

Rivalry
> (Continued from page 25)

"They've been a bona fide top lu
team. A lot of people think they can be
a Final Four team this year. I'm not
sure those are our aspirations."
Virginia traditionally has been a good
early-season team. They won all of
their first five games by at least 18
points against teams such as Old
Dominion, Michigan and Virginia
Tech.
"I can't remember the last time they
lost a game in December," Moorman
said. The Cavaliers won their first 20
games a year ago before losing to North
Carolina. They went on to finish 26-3.
"We're the underdog even though we
won last time out," Moorman said.
"They've dominated the series." The
Wahoos defeated JMU seven straight
times before the NCAA tournament
loss, winning nine of 13 games in a
scries dating back to 1976.
JMU hopes the home court advantage
will become a factor in the outcome.
"It's our home opener, too,"
Moorman said. "I definitely think we'll
have a good crowd."
Franken said, "I think we'll have a
good crowd. Wc might just pack the
place."
As Moorman said, 'There's been a lot
of interest in this game since the
schedule was made. There's no sense in
saying it's just another game."
For now, it is THE game.
Two S250 "money grab" contests
will be held during both the
JMU-Virginia women's game tonight
and the JMU-Old Dominion men's
game Sunday at 2 p.m. at the
Convocation Center.
Students and regular ticket holders
will receive numbered tickets when they
enter the arena. Lucky numbers will be
called during the first timeout of each
game.
Current and former varsity athletes are
ineligible for the "money grab."
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Scott Miller

Ho, Ho, Ho
Every year at about this time, people all over the world anxiously await the
arrival of a particular jolly old man who brings presents and good cheer (but
especially presents) to good children. But here at JMU, this arrival will not
occur Dec. 25. Instead the good little boys and girls of JMU will have to
contain their excitement until April, when Dr. Ronald Carrier returns from up
north where he's been caretaking the Center for Innovative Technology.
Yes, it seems Dr. Carrier will be back, despite speculation (some of it right
here in this space) that he might use the temporary job as a stepping stone
to some higher political office. We hope Santa Ron will bring us solutions to
these ever-present problems that won't go away:
• The nasty vent behind PC Dukes that spews nasty smoke in the
atmosphere and probably contributes to the greenhouse effect.
• The chronic parking shortage that has plagued JMU for since the last
time Henry Ford decorated a Christmas tree.
• WJMR. We hope the administration will continue its support to make
the student-oriented station a reality. Next year, we hope to be hearing
some Christmas music that your mother won't like.
• The deer hunters behind the Convocation Center. Hopefully, Santa's
reindeer won't fall prey to their ruthlessness. Having to worry about inhaling
smoke from the vent is bad enough.
• The reductions in student loans. Among other things, it's harder to
appreciate Christmas without a decent education.
• The long lines for registration, the bank and anything else you care to
name. It's a shorter wait to see Santa at the Valley Mall.
Even though some problems persist, JMU's acting administration has
done well with the problems it has had to confront in the absence of Santa
Ron. From continuing implementation of the five-year plan for academic
excellence to working with the students on changing the drop/add period,
acting President Russell Warren's administration has done more than just
mind the store.
Merry Christmas everybody.
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HECK'S A TRANSRHMER?

The above editorial is the opinion of The Breeze editorial board.
The board consists of editor Kyra Scarton, managing editor Mark Charnock,
editorial editor Charles Lundy and assistant editorial editor Harry Atwood.

Intolerance and hate contradict Christianity
During Thanksgiving vacation, a Richmond
newscast aired a human interest story in nearby
Augusta County about Arnold Via, a county native
who is the, shall we say, town atheist Many of Via's
citizens rights have been violated because of his
beliefs. County officials evicted him from a building
he rented because he allegedly opened a "School of
Atheism." The Division of Motor Vehicles revoked
his license plates ("ATH-EST") because they offended
county citizens. Taunting from local children and
verbal threats from vigilantes prompted an insurance
company to judge his home a risk and revoke his
homeowner's insurance.
This is totally unfair. The worst thing is that all
the oppressors listed above regard themselves as
Christians. If denying Via his inalienable rights as a
U.S. citizen is the Christian way to solve the
problem, then these "Christians" are violating the
very symbol of their existence: the Holy Bible.
By reading the Bible, I was taught throughout my
Christian life to "Love thy neighbor as thyself," not
"Love thy neighbor, unless his is atheist" or "Love
thy neighbor, unless he looks different or is from a
different culture." If there was supposed to be fine
print, I forgot to read it
.
.
The treatment of Via reminds me of the fact that
Cnristiansjbflen do not practice what they preach.

Instead of loving thy neighbor or respecting thy
neighbor, I see missionariesShxoflghout history
driven by the "backward" cultures of Asians, Africans
and Indians to change their "heathen" ways to the
godly "Christian" way. Christians in early America
held slaves, conducted the Salem witch hunts and
often wouldn't tolerate each other's varying beliefs.
Given this political history, I have to wonder which
way is heathen.

GUEST COLUMNIST
Valarie Jackson The treatment of Via isn't the only example of
Christian intolerance today. Christian evangelists,
through television programs showing false miracles,
cheat millions of people out of their money. Roman
Catholics and Protestants in Northern Ireland refuse
to live side by side. The Pope denounces
homosexuals (in fact, every Christian does). Many
Middle Eastern Christians hale (is this word supposed
to be in a Christian's vocabulary?) Muslims and

Jews.
This is confusing and also should be embarrassing.
No wonder the world is going»to hell in a handbasket
and no wonder Arnold Via is an atheist.
I'm not blaming just Christians for religious
intolerance. Jews in Israel persecute Palestinians and
Islamic people often are anti-Semitic and anti-Hindu.
Hinduism, supposedly the most "peaceful" religious
group, has been to war with Islamic groups. South
Africans, Christian or otherwise, attend church on
Sunday and persecute non-whites the other six days of
the week.
Arnold Via is a man who seems to be non-violent
and moral, despite his self-professed disregard for
religion. Should we as Christians tolerate his
different view and act as we should or should we
condemn him to hell on earth? Christians should not
have to ponder the answer.
Maybe this is a harsh message for this Christmas
season, but sometimes the truth must be harsh to
express the injustice connected with it. So
Christians, and other religions, let's clean up our
acts, shall we? Each individual effort could make the
world more peaceful than it was before.
Vaiarie Jackson is a freshman majoring in ^
communication.
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Columnist guilty of misreading Christmas
To the editor:
Carl Johnson's Dec. 4 column "Christmas burn out
could destroy holidays" was certainly amusing as I
skimmed through it for the first time. After that, it
was not amusing anymore; Johnson had ruined my
Christmas spirit. The Christmas holidays are a time
of joy and all of its aspects, from early shoppers to
midnight mass, are part of that traditional joy; they
are the things we l^k forward to each holiday
season.
First, Johnson finds fault with the stores that offer
incentives to shop early for the holidays, Then he
condemns the Christmas "hassle." Notice he fails to
tell us when we should shop My mother always
starts as early as the summer before Christmas. This
way, she always takes advantage of the best prices
rather than paying extra high prices during the
holidays. As for the "blue light" rush, one will never
find her struggling in the midst of "overzcalous
shoppers;" instead, mom U a! home with the family,
taking pride in her freshly baked goodies.
Every year for as long as I can remember, I have
marked the calendar for the showing of "Rudolph the

Red Nosed Reindeer" and "The Gnnch that Stole
Christmas," my two television favorites. Christmas
would be incomplete without them. They are a
tradition that my family has grown up with, a
tradition I hope to continue with my own family
someday. Naturally, some shows will be aired for the
18th time. After all, they are classics.
Next is the radio. What better way to encourage the
spirit of the holidays than with music? Sorry Mr.
Johnson, but there will be some repetition of
Christmas songs, at least until some more are
written. In our home the radio is always on during
the holidays, playing a full variety of Christmas
carols. If not the radio, then the age-old collection of
dusty Christmas records is certainly in use. But it is
always preferable to turn on the radio and find
someone else sharing in the seasonal jay.
After deciding that most aspects of the holiday
season can cause burn out, Johnson then refers to the
family sitting at home as not quite "cutting it."
Perhaps if he were to have no "family sitting at
halftime dinner," he would not treat the subject so
lightly. If we all would take the time to look at our

home and our family, we would most likely find that
it does, in fact, "cut it."
Johnson's last point is the one with which I must
agree. Church and midnight mass are the "true spirit"
of Christmas; let us not forget the real origin of our
holiday celebration, the birth of Christ. I just have
one thought about Johnson's special feeling: if it is
so special, then why does he remenifj^r so much
about his brother throwing up in the pew?
So Itfsrc is my advice: take advantage of incentives
to shop early for the holidays, watch all the
Christmas reruns on television, harken the joy of
Christmas carols on the radio, sit down to a half-time
dinner and most of all remember the real meaning of
Christmas. As for Carl Johnson, I suggest that he
watch "The Grinch that Stole Christmas!"

Judy Berger
freshman
English

Suggestions for a better JMU

'Plain Truth's' five-and-a-half niinute plan
In the midst of the five-year plan proposed by
our beloved administration to enhance academic and
technological advancement at this institution, it is
inevitable to\onsidcr our "five-and-a-half minute
plan" to stimulate and maintain the social and
unusual aspectsoT JMU. The following is a list of
our proposals:
• First, as nominated by our own KAM Club
(Keg Analyst of Madison), classes should meet at a
minimum one day a week and at a maximum two
days a week. Furthermore, the instructors should
all be students who are considered the most
qualified for that class because they best analyzed
the keg the night before. This proposal has no
where to go but up and KAM insists that its
implementation be immediate.
• Build a parking garage nexr to the library.
Thus, if you are a commuter you can catch a ride
while you study.
• Give the lady with the bouffant hairdo who
works in the student union a car and incentives on
her contract because it seems like she is working
24 hours a day.
_
• Make meals in Dukes at least a S5.50
minimum, except for those who order mushrooms
on their pizza. They will be limited to SI.50.
• Cancel all classes on days where the wind is
considered a "gust" or rain threatens, or at least on
the day of a trial when our country is removing
Soviet snies.
. - ...
• Bring TKE back on campus so students will
not have too far to walk on Wednesday night.

• Insert computers in Gibbons Dining Hall
that, instead of flashing the number of meals one
has remaining, asks students why they chose-"
suicide at such an early age.
• Change the name of the school to George
Madison University so our friends will be correct
when they confidently blurt out the name of our
school.
• Allow the students to call all of the
administrators "uncle" or "aunt".
• Stock the bookstore with M-16's, just in case
of future stalled summit talks.
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PLAIN TRUTH
Les Quezaire &
Alfred Dowe

• Construct a football stadium in front of
D-Hall so we can ban that hill.
• Change the name of our big springtime bash
so that it will not remind everyone of clearing their
throats (Spring 'Fling').
• Include teams such as Indiana, Georgetown,
and North Carolina to our basketball schedule, so
that JMU can be compared to teams such as
Louisville in terms of strength of schedule.
• Show X-rated movies in Grafton-Stovall.
"XXX" in the hot spring months (must keep up

the mood, of course).
J> Bring back full lofts, bell-bottoms and purple
and gold bow tics.
• Instead of sending repeat DUI offenders to the
Harrisonburg jail, hire Spencer and really get rid of
them effectively.
• Include Puerto Rico on the ride board. After
all it is an American territory.
• Paint all the stones in Bluestone red,
• Being that this is a higher learning
institution, change the name of the school
newspaper from The Breeze to The Gail Forces.
• Give the school mascot a section of his own
in The Daily News Record.
• Find a last name for Ron Art.
• Place all Dallas Cowboy fans on the other
side of town.
• And lastly, above all else, allow Mr. Chips to
sell alcohol with the sole exception being that it
be 100 proof or above.
With the prompt implementation of the above
proposals, the student body will have made a valid
contribution to the five-year plan. If any questions
arise, contact the KAM Club (568-BEERA We
thank you for your support.
On a serious note, the Plain Truth would likCxlo
wish everyone a merry ChHstmas.

Les Quezaire and Alfred Dowe are juniors
majoring in political science.
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Our three-year and
two-year scholarships won't
make college easier.

DISTRIBUTERS OF
Electronic Products

ElECIRICAl WHOLESALERS INC

and

1045 SOUTH MIOM (Tftf IT
K)iT OFFICI »OX VA
HAKHISON.UMQ. VldOINIA 22101

Electrical Supplies
(703) 434-1751

STUDENTS!
The opportunity is yours again!!!

&TDK

Just easier to pay for.
Even if you didn't start college on a scholarship, you
could finish on one. Army ROTC Scholarships
pay for full tuition and allowances for educational
fees and textbooks. Along with up to SI,000
a vear. Get all the facts. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

REFERENCE
STANDARD CASSETTE
State-of-the-Art Performance

ITDKSA90I

ijlslliJSSJHIIIIillllliiUUlllIlllil

(2 pack)

&TDK SA90

$3.89 each
With JMU I.D.
and this coupon

CONTACT: CPT DAVID KIMMEL
PHONE: 568-6090
OFFICE: STADIUM F21 1

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

The Breeze
is currently accepting applications for the following:

Editor
Managing Editor
Business Manager
for the 1987-88 school year
s

Send cover letter, resume and related materials to Kyra Scarton, editor
Deadline: Friday Jan. 16th
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INSIGHT

Covert aid: An intelligence expert's view
any Afghanistans but I don't consider
that a big foreign policy success. I
think that's a fact of what the Soviets
decided to do or not to do, not because
of anything Reagan did. He'd say that
we kept the peace and I would say what
president hasn't kept the peace? He's
certainly kept the peace less than
Jimmy Carter. He's had 240 marines
killed in Lebanon, he's invaded Grenada
with more loss of life and he's bombed
Libya with even more loss of life on
our side as well as the Libyans'. Carter
didn't launch any blows in anger.
Q: What do you think is the
greatest problem facing us in
the Middle East right now?
Probably the greatest problem is
Islamic fundamentalism and which way
it's going to shape the whole Arab
world in the next ten years. Second
problem is the Arab-Israeli problem and
whether that can be calmed down. The
third is what direction Iran is going to

As director of the Central Intelligence
Agency from 1977-81during the Carter
administration, Admiral Stansfield
Turner has first-hand experience with
covert intelligence operations. In light
of current revelations about the Reagan
administration's effort to free American
hostages in Lebanon by making secret
arms deliveries to Iran, Turner spoke to
staff writer Morgan Ashton. The
interview was conducted by telephone
on Nov. 19 before the president's press
conference later that day.
Q:
How do you (eel about
President
Reagan's
arms
shipments to Iran?
I think they were very ill-advised
because
they
undercut our
counter-terrorism policy badly.
Q:
Do you believe there are
moderates
In the Iranian
government with whom we can
compromise?
No. Not at this time. I think anybody
in the Khomeini government is going
to be too anti-American to deal with.
Q: In The Washington Post on
Nov. 19, you're quoted as
saying that negotiations with
Khomeini might be helpful as
just a way of playing both sides
of the fence. Could you expand
on that?

There's no reason not to try to keep
up what ties you can in and around the
Khomeini regime because we want to
be friends with Iran in the long run.
The question is, what will you give to
keep those ties? Giving arms to them
was ridiculous. Playing the other side
of the fence and trying to undermine
Khomeini is perfectly legitimate from
my point of view because I'd like to see
Khomeini toppled. But I don't think it's
likely.
Q: On Nov. 16, The Washington
Post reported that the Joint
Chiefs of Staff weren't Informed
of the arms shipments to Iran.
What do you think about this?

I think it was very bad. It obviously
involved military activity between Iran
and Iraq. The Joint Chiefs ought to
have been aware of what was happening
because if anything had gone seriously
wrong, they would have been called
upon to step in and help out. They
ought to have known the consequences
from their point of view of what they
could do if the arms shipments tipped
the scale in favor of Iran.
Q: Do you think we've e«/«.. had
a policy of neutrality In the
Iran-Iraq war?
Yes. I think we were reasonably
neutral in it when we First started. Since
then I think we've been reasonably
neutral but we're in a difficult posjuon
since we really don't want either side to

g0

Q:The president has said
we've shipped a planeload of
small arms to Iran...?

Admiral Stansfield Turner was director of the Central
intelligence Agency during the Carter administration from
1977-81.
win. But we most of all don't want Iran
to win because that's a short-term loss
to us. We don't want Iraq to win
because in the long run we've got to be
friends with Iran, which has that border,
with the Soviet Union.
Q.
Do
you think this
administration relies more on
covert
activity
than
did
President Carter's?

Yes, I think it's trying to rely
excessively on covert activity.
Q:

To its detriment?

Oh yes. Look what's happened in
recent weeks. The president's credibility
is on the line for Iran, for Hasenfus, for
telling the Wall Street Journal Khaddafi
was about to topple and all sorts of
things.
Q: Given the revelations in the
past days about the arms
shipments, what policy do you
think the U.S. government
should undertake now?

I think we should try and re-establish
the fact that we don't give meaningful
things to terrorists to get hostages out.
We will from time to time but we've

got to re-establish the concept that we
don't so that if and when we have to do
it again, we can cover it up like we did
with the TWA-847 crisis [when] we got
the Israelis to let 700 people out of jail.
But we certainly shouldn't have given
arms to Iran when we've been urging
our allies not to do so themselves. If
the President continues to equivocate
and lie to us, then I think we're getting
in deeper and deeper. I hope he'll make a
clean breast of things and try to get the
thing behind us.
Q: In The Washington
Nov. 19, you wrote a
asking the president
thought his greatest
policy successes were.
you think they are?

Post on
question
what he
foreign
What do

I don't think he has any successes
except the military conquest of Grenada.
The next one he could claim would be
that El Salvador has not gone
communist. It's sort of a negative
success and he may be entitled to some
credit there. Beyond that, he'd say no
countries have gone communist [during
his presidencyj. They haven't taken over

Well, he said we shipped the
equivalent. What we shipped could have
been put into one plane. He happened
to pick the largest cargo plane in the
world and he als£> ignored the fact that
there were ship loads of things sent via
Israel. Because he hasn't leveled with
us, we haven't established whether it
was U.S. cargo shipped to Israel and
then shipped to Iran, whether it was
Israeli cargo bought on behalf of Iran
but sent with our blessing or whether it
was Israeli cargo sent without our
knowing it. I think it's widely assumed
that the,shipments were sent with the
knowledge and blessing of the United
States, and the cargo didn't fit into an
airplane.
Q: What is the logic behind the
Reagan administration saying
one thing to our European allies
about arming Iran and then
doing the opposite?

They didn't expect this to come out.
They were naive and thought this would
stay secret and that they could play both
sides of the streeL
Q: Is that a problem with the
Reagan administration?
Yes, they rely too much on covert
activity. They don't understand its
limits.
Q: What are its limits?

Fortunately and unfortunately, there
are limits to what you can keep secret.
There arc particularly limits to what
you can keep secret when it's a highly
controversial activity.
Insight is an occasional series of
interviews with people knowledgable in
national and international affairs.

MB
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BENEFITS
* Paid Vacations
* Medical, Dental
' Holiday Pay

QUALITY BATTERIES

* Referral Bonuses
' Paid Lunch
' Free Training

trffttf AFFORDABLE PRICES!
grfOfVt

OPPORTUNITIES
'Clerical, Secretarial
* That Fit Your Schedule
* Your Interests
* And Improve Your Talents & Future

DOLLARS

$$

College Students Call for Winter Break Employment. Work All Summer Too!

ADVANTAGE. INC
1750 K St., N.w. #490
Washington, D.C.

202-293-0232

FREE INSTALLATION On All Auto

60 MONTH
60 MONTH
30 MONTH
40 MONTH

815 Amps
530 Amps
480 Amps
350 Amps

$

57.95IXCM

$

42.95IXCH
36.95IXCM
$
28-95IXCM
$

REBUILT ALTERNATORS and STARTERS from *29.95 IXCH.

BATTERY SUPPLY

1309 Vincent Place
McLean, Virginia
703-893-3434

We don't just give
you a job'.

We give you a future.

434-5155

706 I Market St., Harrltonburg
HOURS: Mon. Fri. 8 6, Sat. 9 3
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Do you do
DRUGS?
Why or
Why not?

YOU CAN NOW EARN $3.60
per hour at BUSCH GARDENS

The Breeze is taking a
survey of drug use at
JMU. The survey is a
confidential •ne. If you
get a survey, please help
us out by returning it to
The Breeze office no
later than noon Dec 17.

Plus
*$.25-.35 per hour bonus'
for every hour worked ,
* Complimentary/ discount
tickets
* Discount Seasons Passes
for your family

*Free Park admission
for employees
* Costumes at no cost
*PLUS dancers, sports
activities and more

YOU CAN APPLY BEFORE CHRISTMAS
We have set aside a special week, December 15-22, to accept applications and interview college students only. The Busch Garden's Employment Office will be open Monday -Friday from 9:O0AM-4:00PM.
Note: We will be accepting applications from the general public beginning Saturday,
January 3,1987.

If
I

An Affirmative Action
Equal Opportunity Employer
M/F/H

^V

n

If you have any questions
about the survey, call
Kyra Scarton, editor at
x6127.
Thank You.
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Buy Now

52 West Water St
Harrisonburg
(703) 434-7647

Before the new Tax
Laws take effect

EPT^ptf
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c
Prices
Never Better
#1 Customer Satisfaction

Horrisonburg

Playboy Magazine said

D.L. No. 4078

"UVA is Virginia's

433-1467

Lpun^TtHonoo

only Party School"

2675 S. Main St., Harrisonburg, Va.
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knows

it just ain't so.
We 'II give you cash for
your books at our
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"PARTY n

and then you can prove
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Playboy wrong.
1820 S. Main

434-3600
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It's Here!

. A?

Wed., Dec. 17 - FrL, Dec. 19 2-5 pm

Qoodjor Qraduation (Dinner
^Banquets-Special %ates
Christmas Specials Available
*

68 CARLTON STREET
HARRISONBURG, VA 2290ft!!
TELEPHONE (703) 433-9595

TOWN &
Ips
tapes
cds

CAMPUS

BfCORDS

"70 W Water St.

Look for moneysaving coupons in the
back of the yellow
pages!

new, used and collectible
Herrisonburg

Look For Coupons From:
F.S. Fitch
Anderson Brothers
Burger King
Dominos
and more!

University Directories
THE NATION S LARGEST PUBLISHER OF CAMPUS TELEPHONE DIRECTORIES
A DIVISION OF VILLAGE PUBLISHING
PO Box 2145 Chapel Hill. NC P7515
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Casey denies knowledge of illegal fund
WASHINGTON (AP) _ CIA Director William
Casey told investigating House members Wednesday
he had no direct knowledge that profits from arms sales
to Iran were being diverted to Nicaragua's rebels,
according to a Democratic congressman attending the
closed-door session.
Rep. Gus Yatron, D-Pa., said there were some
instances in which Casey did not answer a question,
telling lawmakers he didn't want to answer certain
inquiries at this time.
Yatron, a member of the House Foreign Affairs
Committee, said Casey testified under oath that he had
no knowledge of die Iran-Contra connection until told
of it by Attorney General Edwin Meese III.

Poll shows
half believe
the president
BY

THE

Iran Arms
Scandal
appropriated funds went to aid the Contras, and said
that money Iran used to pay for the arms came from
four sources. Yatron did not say if Casey identified
them.
Casey testified that the Swiss bank account used to
receive a reported $10 million to $30 million in arms
sales profits, some of which are said to have been

WASHINGTON (AP) — About half
of the Americans polled by CBS News
and The New York Times believe
President Reagan is lying when he says
he had no knowledge of the diversion of
profits from U.S. arms sales to Iran to
the Nicaragua Contra rebels, according
to the survey.
The poll of 1,036 Americans was

made available to the Contras, has since been
dissolved, Yatron said.
According to Yatron, Casey was asked about the
CIA-controlled "back channel" communications link
used by James Kelly, the U.S. ambassador to
Lebanon, to discuss hostage-release negotiations with
the White House, cutting out Secretary of State
George Shultz.
Yatron said Casey replied that he had "no
knowledge" of this.
Casey, testifying under oath, was permitted to appear
privately even though some Democrats on the panel
say he should be required to answer questions in public
session.

conducted Sunday and Monday in the
wake of Reagan's admission that
mistakes were made in carrying out his
policies, and testimony by Secretary of
State George Shultz and former national
security adviser Robert McFarlane to
the House Foreign Affairs Committee.
The survey found that 47 percent
believe Reagan was lying when he said

he did not know the profits were being
funneled to the Contras, while 37
percent believe the president was telling
the truth.
The current poll also found that 61
percent of those polled disapprove of
the president's handling of the arms
sales controversy, while 20 percent
approve of his efforts.

WAY

Angry parents storm stage at 'cute kid' contest
CHALMETTE, La. (AP) — A "cute kid" contest
turned into an ugly scene when angry parents stormed
the stage and walked off with trophies, said the contest
sponsor, who pledged Monday to reschedule the event.
At least 600 people, including more than 260
children entered at $40 each, turned up Sunday for the
"Cutest Kid in the World" contest at a Chalmette civic
auditorium.
Some parents complained that they waited hours for
their children to appear, and by late afternoon,
troublemakers made a scene, contest director Ann Berry
said.

Cartoonists plan
strips opposing
war toys for kids
NEW YORK (AP) — Many of the nation's editorial
cartoonists are using their newspaper and magazine
spots between now and Christmas to protest the sale
of war toys, again raising questions about whether
such items are healthy.
More than 40 editorial cartoonists,>cluding nine
Pulitzer prize winners, will use their cartoons between
Wednesday and Dec. 24 to urge parents to avoid toys
with violent themes.
"At a time when we are supposed to be celebrating
peace, it seems insane to turn war into a Christmas
present," said Bob Staake, a St. Louis free-lance
cartoonist who organized the effort.
G.I. Joe. with his $130 aircraft carrier and other.

"We're not running that far behind," said Berry. "One
woman was a troublemaker. She got up and tried to hit
me on the stage at 5:30 p.m. She hit the P.A. system
instead of me. Of course the P.A. didn't work properly
after that."
The unidentified woman reportedly started screaming,
"I want my money back." She was joined by another
woman and then a crowd that scattered chairs, baby
bottles and blankets, demanding entry money as
children cried, witnesses said.
"I've never been to a beauty contest that turned into a
accessories, is the nation's biggest selling toy, and
Rambo, Ninja Warrior and other toys arc especially
popular during this holiday gift-giving season.
"I get 100 calls a day for Lazer Tag," said Sharon
Cullity, a buyer for the Pcnnywhistle toy stores in
New York City, referring to the futuristic gunplay toy.
"All this Rambo. It's crazy. It's guns, guns, guns."
The manufacturers say their toys do not cause
aggression, glorify war or hurt children in any way.
Besides, they say, it is natural for little boys to play
war, and these are the toys that people want

Newsmagazine co-host
remembers hours on air
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Hugh Downs estimates
he's spent 10,000 hours on television. That figures out
to more than a year — nearly 60 weeks of nonstop
talking, 24 hours a day, for the currem host of the
ABC newsmagazine "20/20."

riot," Sandra Waller, 29, of Buras, said, clutching her
1-year-old daughter, Shabonne.
**
Eventually, St. Bernard Parish sheriffs deputies were
called to restore order, said Berry, who reported that
angry parents walked off with trophies, 30 kiddie
crowns, colored robes and video equipment.
The contest, put on by Metairie-based Cutest Kid in
the World Inc., offered more than 400 awards,
including trophies, Berry said.
"We're going to finish this contest. We're going to
get the cutest girl and the cutest boy," Berry said.

"I've worked on so many different shows and done so
many shows at the same time," Downs said in an
interview. "I once said I'd done everything on radio and
television except play-by-play sports. Then I
remembered I'd covered a boxing match in Lima, Ohio,
in 1939."
_
He was host of NBCs "Home Show" in the 1950s.
He was Jack Paar's sidekick on NBC's "The Tonight
Show" for five years. He hosted the daytime game
show "Concentration" for 11 years and NBC's "Today
Show" for nine years.
"This is the first time in my whole TV career I've
only done one program at a time," he said. "Maybe I
was insecure in the past and didn't want all my eggs in
one basket That's how I racked up 10,000 hours."
Downs tells about his many hours on the air in "On
Camera: My 10,000 Hours on Television," published
by Putnam.
Downs co-hosts "20/20" with Barbara Walters, who
was also his partner during part of his time on the
"Today Show."
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FOUR STAR
PIZZA

Fast FREE Delivery

433-3776
425 NORTH MAIN ST., HARRISONBURG, VA.

Si <*71 2

fiV s<*
HOT OR COLD

FREE DELIVERY* WITH IN 30 MIN • 10 MIN PICKUP
Sunday - Thursday 11 AM to 1 AM
Friday - Saturday 11 AM to 2 AM

STORE HOURS:
COUPON

COUPON
PIZZA

I

I

Any 2 item 12" Pizza and 2 cups of
Coke.
Additional toppings
available.
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COUPON

$8»

Any 2 Item 16" Pizza and 4 cups ot
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NAST

Additional
available.
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8 Meatball sub
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plus 1 FREE Coke
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$8 50

Any 2item 16" pizza and4 sups of
Coke. Additional toppings
available.
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